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PIC recommends three HomeStart
projects to the city

Swine FluUpdate
Statistics from the Maint
BY KEVIN ATTRA
Centerfar Disease Control as
1n a regular meeting lasting
oJMay23.
nearly
four hours, ihe PIC
Page3
voted on May 27 to recommend
that the Portland City Council
approve three conditional use,
contract rezoning applications
by HomeStart that would allow
property at 272 Island Avenue,
173 Pleasant Avenue and
18 Luther Street to be converted
into affordable housing.
Each of the three projects are
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unique and require variances
of different kinds: the exclusive
4-unit condominium on Island
Avenue would be converted
into a 6-unit low-income rental;
the small plot of undeveloped 18 Luther Street
land on Pleasant Avenue would
receive a single-family Habitat
for Humanity home; and the already exists on the property.
16,000 square foot lot on Luther When it was clear that the
Street would be subdivided into parcel would actually end up
three single-family homes.
with three houses on it, several
Only the Luther Street project councilors fell silent and seemed
drew any rea l debate, albeit to reconsider.
moderate, with compelling
Another consideration,
arguments from both sides. according to resident Tom
Those in favor, like Councilor Bergh, was that approval of
M ike Langella, argued that it the contract variance would
had the most realistic potential effectively change .zoning
on the island for conversion to throughout the island. As
affordable housing because it worded, be said, it would allow
has access to public water and homeowners with more than
sewer service, and is an easy 10,000 square feet of land
walk to the ferry, post office and to slice off lots for affordable
marketplace.
housing and still keee their
In addition, councilors home at market value. ls this
Tom Bohan, Bob Hurley and what you want?" he asked.
Elizabeth Stout argued that the
1 n the end, the council
PIC had no real authority in the voted 5 - 2 in favor of the
matter and should pass the issue motion, amended to read
on to the City Council where "three affordable homes", with
it could be resolved in public councilors Lynne Richard
comment.
and Mike Richards opposed.
But residents who live in The other two projects were
the neighborhood raised approved unanimously by the
questions about the wording of council.
the variance, which called for
Councilor Rob Tiffany had
the creation of two affordable carefully worded the motions
homes, because it did not make supporting the HomeStart
any mention of the house that variances, but each were

filepl,ow

reserved the council's right to
make additional input once the
site and building designs are
final.'
According to HomeStarc
President Jane Banquer, the
purchase of the condominium
on Jsland Avenue is contingent
on whether HomeStart can
obtain a variance. She admittccl
to the cou1\cil that it was
"putting the care before the
horse," but said HomcStart
couldn't afford to buy the
property without it.
Given that there is apparently
a time restriction on the Luther
Street redevelopment as well,
Banquer said that HomeStart
will probably apply at once to
the City Planning Board for
variances for both properties.
She added that Habitat for
Humanity is in the process of
getting its resources together -

amended at the meeting to
specify that the project in
question was solely designed to
create affordable housing, and workers. materials and money
to define affordahle housing - which will take some time, so
as anything costing less than the variance for Pleasant Avenue
120 percent of the area median can wait.
income, which in Portland
With the ball in HomeStart's
amounts to about SSS,000 a year court, it will need to run with
according to the U.S. Census it because there arc a lot of
Bureau.
obstacles still to come. Once the
By the time the Luther application process starts, it goes
Street motion came before the through a public notice period,
council, both amendments were then public hearings, one or two
accepted as boilerplate and workshops, and finally a vote by
quick!)! approved without any the Planning Board. If it passes
d1scuss1<'Jn.
there, then it goes to the City
The PIC's approval now gives Council for another round of
llomeStart the go-aheao to debate and review.
start the expensive, lengthy and
As an added difficulty,
complex application process, according to Councilor
whicn is expected to take from Langella the PIC can revoke its
six months to a year to complete, approval at any time. Although
and Councilor Tiffany said the that's not likely to happen with
PIC motions were designed the current set of members, the
only to support them in that composition of the council may
process; notning was said about change after elections in the fall.
the _projects themselves.
"Until we know what kind Langella said the PI C's approval
valid "only at this particular
of structures they're planning, was
time, only with this particular
we're shooting in the dark," ht
said. "That's why the motions council."

Memorial Day 2009 on Peaks
OnSunday,May24, the crowd
waiting to board the 10:45 a.m.
ferry from Portland included
members of the military color
g uard, about 20 cyclists and
associated bicycles, between 75
and 100 revelers headed to Jones
Landing for Reggae Sunday,
and the entire Mahoney Middle
School marching band.
·rhe Machigonne JI was
reportedly filled to capacity with
.399 people. Folks who couldn't
find an empty seat oo the upper
deck were shooed off by the
captain so the boat wouldn't roll,
being too top-heavy. Luckily
there were only a few cars. More
pictures on the back page.
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Greenland Kayaks
On a warm, sunny day in late October once used in bullet-proof vests before
last year Eric Eaton was in Sha roan Kevlar was developed. It doesn't rot.
DuPont'sbackyardhelpingherputancw
Chalfand built the kayak in a
skin on a kayak she'd inherited from John traditional West Greenland style,
Chalfand, who'd built it for his son when with a light frame of local ash and oak
the boy was 10. He'd since outgrown it.
covered with cloth, although the Inuits
By the time Sha roan got the boat, it traditionally used sealskin.
had a wasp nest in it and the doth shell
"Actually they use nylon and canvas
had rotted from moistute. Fortunately now too," said Eric. "There's so many of
the frame was still intact, so they were re- these in G reenland uow - not so much
covering it with ballistic nylon, the kind for hunting as for sport - but seals are too
precious for them to use the skin."
"If you look at any modem kayak," he
said, "it's essentially based on this design.
There's really not that much that's
changed in the last 1,000 years." It took
Eric between 80 and 120 hours to build
his, he thinks, wh ich includes cutting
the frame parts, bending and lashing
them together, skinning the boat and
waterproofing tbc shell. "lfl didn't have
a day job, I would have been able to do
them a lot faster."
I le built his first kayak when one was
stolen three or four years ago. Apparently,
there wasn't enough insurance money
to replace it, but enough to buy the
materials 10 build one. "\.Yhat J ended
up with was something that was lighter,
more maneuverable, fit my body better
ABOVE: Eric sews up the canvas alon)l than any other boat I could've gotten.
the bow section of Sharoan DuPonts So from that point on I decided I'm just
kayak. They applied the nylon skin by gonna build boats from now on. I'm not
stretching it lengthwise down the boat going to buy them."
and anchoring it at each end. Then they
Since then, he's built five. "V\/hen you
wrapped ir tightly around the hull and
build
a boat, you think, 'Well, next time
sewed it together in a fat welt that ran
will be a little different'. You're always
down the center ofthe boat.

• Building Sup plies

• Asphalllooncrote trucks
• Utilities/well drilling
• Gmvel, stone
( rntr.allHIKc- lX(,(,J"'J"-5.. ~9 • ( efl· (lCl''i U-,t.t-1<..f'i' • l'ortlund rnntacr( apt lht·od1111U'Bnt-it:(21r')8.\8-B5"
l'mail. 111 a11'\p11 lllllk-(r.i" l.\, 1111 • ~ \\\dihnd1r;i n\pc.r1 t·r.<'Om

thinking about your next boat."
He waterproofs them with two coats of
a catalytic polyurethane, which dries like
epoxy in half an hour. When finished,
the kayak weighs less than a bicycle. Eric
said it can hit rocks and land on beaches
just like any plastic boat. "I have one
that's been in the water for three years
now, and I preny well abuse it, and it's
not showing any signs of having to be reskinned."
"The wood frame inside won't rot
either, oddly enough," he said, "because
the salt water kills molds and mi ldews
and stuff, so it's really a fairly durable
boat."

Each boat is fitted like a tailored suit,
measured in terms ofbeight, weight, arm
length and h ip width. "I've got my inch
of water line," said Sharoan, a minimum
required by the rules of competition
rolling. "The less boat there is, the easier
to roll," she said.
Both Sharoan and Eric use their
Greenland kayaks mainly for roll
training, and rolling competition is a
popular sport among kayakers. It's also
highly structured, and wi nning is based
on speed and prec.ision.
Sbaroan wears a spray skirt she calls

a "Twcety". 1t resembles a South Park
hoodie made of welded neoprene and
it covers everything from the waist up
except her face. Seated in the cockpit, she
will wedge the skirt under a rope, which
is tight enough to seal out water, allowing
her to survive upside down in freezing
temperatures for as long as it takes to get
right side up again.
"I'm really hell-bent on getting these
in the water before the snow flies; Eric
said in October. "Once they're done, we
can paddle in the winter, we just can't
work on them."
And paddle they did. Shaman and Eric
planned to practice through the winter;
but Sharoan was a little nervous about
the freezing conditions.

"You're not gonna roll in winter; Eric
had said then, "but you could."
"I could," she agreed.
"Jfyou'recrazyenough."I said.
She laughed and said, "We're going to
Florida." I'd thought she was planning to
practice here. She finally did in May.
• l n the next couple of years - and I
hope 1 can get some help with this," Eric
said, "I'm going to build a skin-on·frame,
pleaAuee KA YAK, page 20
I':.

.

.
....

In early May Eric and Sharoan practiced rolls down front. ABOVE: Eric rolls through the water (from left to right) executing a controlled, slow roll which he says to be

competition..legaJ must end in the exact same position it was begun. The water temperature was around 40° F that day.
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Swine Flu update
REPORTED BY KEVIN ATTRA

According to the Maine Center
for Disease Control, as of May 23
there were nine confirmed cases of
HlNl influenza {Swine flu) cases
in Maine: three adults and one
youth in York County, two adults
and two youths in Cumberland
County, and one youth in
Penobscot County. All cases were
recovering or had recovered as of
that date.
In a telephone interview,
Kate Radis of the Peaks Island
Health Center said there were no
confirmed cases on Peaks Island as
ofMay25.
Public health officials, school
nurses and school administrators in
Portland are working closely with
MeCDC to minimize the spread
of the disease. Rad is recommends
that people follow MeCDC
guidelines concerning the disease,
which basically amount to using
common sense:
Cover your coughs and sneezes
with a tissue or sfeeve; wash your
hands often with soap and water,
especially after you cough or
sneeze; avoid close co ntact with
sick people; and if you get sick,
stay home from work or school and
limit contact with others to avoid
infecting them.
In April, Portland Interim
Superintendent Jeanne WhynotVickers advised Portland Public
Sch ool employees and parents
about preventative measures that
have been undertaken in the public
schools.
Symptoms ofHlNl influenza are
flu-like: cough, fever over 100° F,
body aches, sore throat, congestion
and runny nose. The disease is
primarily spread when infected
persons cough or sneeze, from
contact with contaminated surfaces
when a person touches their eyes,
nose, or mouth.
For further information visit
'W'W'W.maine.govldhhs/hohlswineflu-2009.shtml.

Charter Commission

elections to beheldJune 9
BY KEVINATT'RA

The City of Portland will hold a
citywide election on Tuesday, June 9,
to elect nine members to the 12-person
Charter Commission, which will
review elements of the City Charter
to determ ine if any changes should
be made to governmental procedure
in the city. One change already under
consideration is whether the mayor
should become an elected official, or
continue to be appointed by the City
Council.
Five district representatives and four
at-large members will be added to the
three existing Charter Commission

members, Pamela Plumb, Naomi
Merman and Thomas Valleau,
who were appointed by the Council
last year. The commission was
created after being approved in last
November's election, and is charged
with engaging the public for a review
of the City Charter and bringing any
suggested changes to a citywide vote.
All residents of the City of Portland
are encouraged to vote, and can
register to vote in person at the City
Clerk's office or at their polling place
the day of the election, which will be
open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m .. (Absentee
ballots arc available upon request and
can be rettuned to the City Clerk's
office in City Hall from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.). For more derailed information,
contact the City Clerk's office at
874-8677. Further information
about the Charter Commission and
certified candidates is available at:
http:llwww.portlandmaine.gov/
chartertommis.tion.htm.
Clifflsland lost it's polling station
earlier this year, and voters should
have received a postcard from the
City Clerk in April informing them
of the change. Voters can also check
onlinc to locate their polling place:
http:llwww.portlandmaine.gov/
v oterlpollplace.asp. The current
City Charter can be viewed at:
http:llwww.portlandmaine.gov/
Chapter000.t>df.
Reporttd b/Ni,ole Clegg, Henry 1\1eyers
andKevmAttra.

Gayl Vail Retires
from Peaks School

Daily
Deliv•l'J
begins June 15
thru

Labor Dayl

FREE Delivery
to Casco Bay Lines
Monday-Friday
All in-store purchases must be made
by 12-noon for delivery to the ferryt ~·:
• Your groceries will be carefully packed in banana
boxes and/or cooler bags for ferry transport, and
labeled with contact information for safe arrival.
• Everything in our store is available for delivery.
• Ask us about our personal shopping service.
• Please inquire regarding seasonal delivery
service to Cushing Island and select marinas.

'~After delivery to Casco Bay Lines, Whole Foods
Market is not responsible f or your purchase.

B Y KATHY H ANLEY

For 30 years Gay! Vail has worked
as an ed tech and librarian at the
Peaks Island Elementary School.
She's taught math, helped srudents
with OT exercises in the gym, and
most days, overseen lunch tables full
of laughing, chatting children. Her
smiling face is often the one bidding
students farewell at the playground
gate each day.
But what Mrs. Vail, as she is known
to students, might best be known for
is her love of reading and her amazing
ability to share that love with students
during library time each week.
She has nurtured whole families of
readers over the years, and students
and teachers of both present and past
classes will be sad to see her retire
when this school year ends.
Gayl has deep roots to Peaks
Island that trace back to her greatgrandmother's cottage and her own
childhood summers spent here away
from Needham, Massachusetts.
She moved to the island with her
husband when the oldest of their tluce
sons was four. She volunteered at the
school when her son, Chris, was in
k indergarten, and two years later
was employed as an ed tech, helping
in classes where needed and also
managing the library.
Gayl's background made the job a
good fit: she'd studied for ayear and
a half at Framingham State Teaching
College and had a natural affinity for
pleo.Auee CAYL VAIL , pa9e 5

Questions?
Contact our Provisions Supervisor,
Brad Richman at 207-774-7711

E-mail: naptlprovisions@wholefoods.com
Or, stop by our Customer Service Desk
and one of our Team Members will
be happy to assist you.

Just minutes from the ferry!

Open Daily, 8 am-10 pm
2 Somerset Street• Portland, Maine
207-774-7711
www.wholefoodsmarket.com
Just off 1-295, Exit 7, Franklin Street

WHOLE

FOODS.
M

A
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Dear Islanders,
Salut! Classes are ending, vacation
is coming, but t his means exams
arc coming too - the Baccalaureat.
Classes endJune 12 but I have exams
the 19th, 22nd, 24tll, and 29th. After
BY EILEEN H A NLEY
that school's out!
French st udents a re starting
to st ress, especially seniors in
Terminale. If their fi nal score is
even a co.uple points under 320, they
arc rcquued to re~eat thei r entire
senior year. Oucli. My host sister
just got her P.re-Bac scores, and
she's good; she'll definitely be off co
university in September. ·
The past couple of weeks have
been incredibly busy. I've spent all
my weekends with my friends, since
I know I'll be saying goodbye to
t hem soon. It's strange; to think that
in a month and a half I'll be back on
Peaks with all ofr9u!
lt's going to be h ard to say
goodoye to cvery<,me, nm only
emot1onally, but t1me-w1se too.
Because its spring, all my host
cousins have been getting thei r
f i rsr communions, which takes
a lot of ti me. I've had to split my
free rime between visiting friends,
traveling out of town, an<f going to
communions. It's been harato fiave
to say to people, "I'm sorry, but I
Eileen Hanley attbe Eiffel Tower.
photo by Kasey A ug11stine have no free weekends left."
However, on the bright side my

Notes from an
American in Paris

MacVane Center
dedicated at last

Linesfrom
Casco Bay Lines
BY CHRIS HOPPIN

The elected board of directors of the
C asco Bay Island Transit District that
operates Casco Bay Lines reluctantly
raised ticket prices last month after
considering many options to reduce
costs and find additional revenue.
lt may be helpful to review t hose
opt ions and to discuss some of the
plans being considered to try to lessen
mcreases in the future.
Casco Bay Lines serves
approximately one million passengers
each year and operates w ith a S5
million annual bud~t. As a regulated
11ublic utility, C BlTD works w ith
the authori9' of the State of Maine's
Public Ut ility Commission, sim ilar
to the water, rower and telephone
utility companies. Its rates must be
approved oy the PUC and it must
opera te 24/7, 365 days per year
T he dedication of the Community without interruption.
Both of rhese requirements lead
Center on Peaks Island in honor of
Doug MacVane finally took place on
Saturday, May 2, six months after it
was approved by the City Council.
T he ceremony was conducted at
2 p.m. before a small crowd, including
members of the MacVane family.
Peaks Is land Councilor Lynne
Richard and Chair Mike Richards
performed the unveiling, which was
preceded by a reading ofboth the PIC
and the City Council resolutions that
formally adopted the new name. A
copy of the PlC resolution was later
presented to members of the .MacVane
family.
· Doug was a ftxrure on the island,"
said C h air R ichards. "We have
Memorial Day coming up, and I
frankly don't know quite what we're
going to do without him.
"We need to somehow carry on in
his memory," he concluded.
Patrick MacVane,, ne p he w,
applauded the island for its continued
sense of community, "creating t he
vibe and spirit of uncle Doug." This is
really a perfect tribute tQ uncle Doug,"
he said. "Than k you so much, Peaks
Island."

June 2009

singing career has taken a huge l~a_p
!!_Pwara. As I told you, I sang "My
Vimny Valentine" with my director,
and it was great. The other two songs
we chose are "Autumn Leaves" as a
samba, and a funk version of "Lullaby
of Broadway" from the musical 42na
Street.
At the end of one rehearsal I got to
practice with the band. I'd sung well
alone with my director, but w ith the
whole enseml:ile I could really feel the
music and get into it. With the piano,
bass, guitar, trombone and drums we
soun&-d terrific.
That rehearsal we got t he beats
right, fixed the intros and outros,
ancl worked out the endings and solo
breaks for all the instruments. When I
thoul!ht it was over, the director asked
me in t hought I could scat a lit tle at
t he end of Cullaby of Br$,>adway, l\1y
automatic resp<?nse was, No., I cant.
1 don't know how." Sure, 1'd beebopped in the showcr but that wasn't
the kind of t hin$ vou1d sing on stage.
AU he said was, Try," and we started
the son~ a_gain .
I don t J<:now where it came from.
\II/hen l had to scat it was like Ella
Fitzgerald leaping out of me. I literally
burst. My voice went places I didn t
know it could, and I was filled with
this feeling of exhaling_ a huge weight,
losing somet hini l'<fbeen stressing
about that I didn t know I had.

And I didn't stop. One person in the
(small) audience started clapping,_a_nd
that just gave me more ener~l'"Why
had I never tried this before. It was
so fun, and afterwards I couldn't stop
sm il ing. I'd d iscovered something
new tliat I'd never had the courage
to do in the USA. But it wasn't even
courage that brought me to do it.
It was the audience of a few good
friends, a well-set mood, and a little,
tinvpush.
That night was followed by a 3-day
weekend at my friend's house, eating
microwave P.Opcorn and chocolatecovered shortbread, maki n_g
mi lks hakes in the blender while
blasting_ the radio, and watch ing
cheesy chick flicks until 3:00 in the
morn mg. It was unforgettable.
Although l wi II be 'heartbroken to
say goodoye to this new town that has
become my home, I can't say I'm not a
little excited to return to Peaks. I'll be
happy to see all mv friends again, take
the 1:ioat to school ever).' day, work in
the ice cream store and help my mom
with summer camps. What will make
leaving easier is rne fact t hat my two
host sisters are coming back to stay
with me for the su mmer! But l'll
never forget Moulins Lycee Banvi lie,
all I learned herea ana all the amazing
friendshjps I ma e.
A (tres)oientot!

to some interest ing situations. First,
the D istrict must operate on a break
even basis and balance its books each
year. Any discounts in one area must
be made up with increased revenue in
anotl1er.
A lthough CBITD receives some
contributions from federal, state and
city public funds, those contributions
are fess than 20 percent of the total
bu<!get. Deel ines in passenger t rips
and mcreased fuel rares led to hi!!hcr
costs in the 2009 Fiscal Year that
ended March 31, 2009. Despite
reducing and re- arranging some
trip schedu les and cutting other
costs, expenses continued to rise.
That led to the increase in prices for
passengers, freight and vehicles.
Operat ing without interruption
is another comr.lex situation. T he
CBITD uses t he Bay Mist and
Island Romance ferries as its backup
boats when one of the first line
ferries is unavailable for scheduled or
emergency maintenance. The PUC
authorizes the CBITD to use t hese
ferries for tours, charters and cruises.
That leads to some supplemental
revenue and that revenue enables

the D istrict to reduce its overhead
costs of maintaining backup boats
so it can continue to operate without
interruption when necessary.
All of the District's operations
arc reviewed monthlv by 10 elected
members of the board of directors
rl!presenting the Casco Bay islands.
The board also i ndudes two members
apr.ointed by the City of Portland
ancl the State of Maine. Contact
information for these board members
is available by calling 207 772 7871 or
on line at: www.cascobaylines.com/
board.htm .
Each year the District's finances
are reviewed by a qualified external
auditor. T he current auditor is R HR
Smith & Company with offices in
Buxton and Machias. Their findings
were ap11roved by t he CBITD
Finance Committee at its monthly
meeting Wednesday, Ivlay 27, and are
availabl e on t he website. All board
and committee meetings are held in
the CBITD conference room and are
o~n to the public.
'Everyo n e recognizes that
p/e(Ue,iet LTN£S. pa9e5

June is a month
for grilling!
All Olive Oils are
262Commercial Street
207-775-7560
www.BroumeTradi116.co111
Open Mon-Saturday lo:O to 6:30

Locally owned
A culinary oasis in the
big box world.

Call ahead, we will have your
order ready to pick up in time
for the boat!

15% off
So come in and
check them out!
Drizzle your Favorite
on FISH
And throw it on the grill
for a wonderful meal!
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books, reading and the library. Gay!
adds, "l always wanted to be a teacher.
As a kid, I played school and library a
lot, and would make my sister check
books out."
Her gentle, reassuring presence
is fondly remembered by many
students long gone from Peaks Island
Elementary.Xate Rad is, now 24 and
a college graduate, said,."Mrs. Vail
seemed to be everywhere.
Some of her students who are now
at King Middle and Portland High
schools have eagerly shared their
memories of library time with Mrs.
Vail as "the best time in school•, and
said that, for them, she was a "great
reader of scories who taught us so
much about authors and books."
Charles Winkelman, a 6th grader at
King, said, "Mrs. Vail never bugged
me when I wanted to take the same
book out week after week. And
Readers' Theater was so much fun
with her."
The kids' love of library rime
is partly why the job has been so
enjoyable for Gay!, who said she's
developed a true appreciation for
children's books over the years and
has loved the students' excitement
about reading.

She has also enjoyed finding ways to
encorporate reading throughout the
curriculum. Robin \Vaiden, a literacy
teacher and technology coordinator
at the school, noted, "Gay! combines
her artistic talent with her teaching
skill to come up with great ideas for
lessons. She can connect a math
lesson to a picture book she's read
with students, and have them do a
craft activity that ties it all together."
Former principal Barbara rfoppin
echoed Robin's sentiments, saying,
"Although Gay! was equalfy
comfortable with teaching math or
reading, her wonderful enthusiasm
and expertise in the library opened
an incredible world of reading for so
many students at the Peaks Island
School.
"By sharing her gifts for so long,
Gay! leaves a real legacy oflearning
for all on our island."
Indeed, Gay! has seen many
generations of children through
their elementary years at the school,
including her own three sons. In all
the changes she has witnessed and
experienced, her support has been
steady and consisten to teachers and
students alike. K/1 teacher Renee
Dubois described her as a "wonderful

LINtS, from pa9e 4

continuing to use passenger, freight
and vehicle revenue to fund operations
is onerous and costly to islanders. As
a result, the District is always seeking
new outside revenue sources, including
P.arking. One complexity is that it 1s
illegal to discriminate between prices
for frequent or occasional passengers.
The only legal way to do that is
through special frequent traveler
discounts for frequent travelers with
some kind of mult iple pass program.
These currently range from tlie socalled five-ticket commuter book
to monthly and annual passes with
d~~ discounts.
lJntil now, the CBITD has relied on
lower winter and higher summer rates
to help year round residents. However,
that policy may not be as effective as a
year round electronic or paper passes
which provides g reater d iscounts for
more freq!)ent use throughout the
year. The Rates Committee reviewed
several suggestions for t hese during
its meeting on May 14, and is looking
for more mput ano information as 1t
considers these options.
One important recurring_ issue is
the loss as much as $75,000 annual
revenue from round-trip t ickets estimates vary as to the actual amount
- due to the use of taXi services to reach
the islands and subsequent free return
trip on the ferry. Altl1ough one-way
tickets would recoup that revenue
everr,one is sensitive to their cost and
~ss,ble inconvenience.
Electronic tickets, which are used
~ other transit districts, would enable
CBITD customers to store funds on
their magnetic strips like those used
by many retail outlets. T he magnetic
strips could lead to volume discounts:
the more t ravelers spend, the greater
pc;rcentage they save.
D iscussions abou t electronic
tic kets have also conside red the
inconvenience and possible delays in
recording tickets when passengers
board tlie ferries. Fu rthermore,
electronic ticketing systems are quite
costly and the District is reluctant to
sp_cnd its limited revenue on them .
It continues to look fo r more
government grants and funding__for
new ticketing programs. All CBITD
board memliers welcome more input
from islanders as we try to reso1ve
these issues.

AtHomewith
HomeStart
BY JANE B ANQUER 8c MARYTERRY

.:'~"i:;;;;;:;;;;i;'i'ft,1/
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Community members are invited to
attend the Homestart Board Meeting
on June 16, at 7 p.m. in the Fay
Garman Senior Center Community
Room. The Board will d iscuss the
three affordable housing opportunities
presented to the Peaks Island Council
in April. While no firm plan is yet in
place, the board continues to identify
and rework realistic affordable
housing opportunities, which have
come forward in this proposal.
The t h ree oppor tunities under
consideration are, first, a conditional
use contract rezone of 18 Luther
Street co allow building up co cwo
addit ional single-family, energy
efficient, affordable homes on this
16,123 sq foot lot. The cont ract
rezone will spea k to issues of
increasing the density, modifying the
setback and frontage requirements,
for t his parcel in the I R 2 zone.
HomeStart will not seek changes to
t he maximum lot coverage or height

Gay! Vail (photo by Kathy Hanley)

teacher, librarian, colleague and
friend", and noted that when they
discussed her retirement, her own
class summed it up best: "Mrs. Vail
always smiles!"
Gayl Vai l will be h onored at a

retirement dinner FridayJune 5 at the
lnn on Peaks Island. The community
is invited to the coffee and dessert
reception there from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Please come and wish her well.

restrictions, and will work with the
planning board toward setbacks that
respect the neighborhood character.
Second, H omeStart is considering
t he purchase of 242 Island Avenue,
but before that we will be researching
an application for a conditional use
cont ract rezone to allow
t he conversion of the 4-unit
building to a 6-unit affordable
rental building. T he contract
rezone will address t he issue
of i ncreasing the density on
this 5,600 square foot lot
in t he I R2 zone which will
not seek any changes to the
exterior of t he building.
T he th ird opport un ity
involves gifting 143 Pleasant
Ave, a tax-acquired property,
to H abitat for Humanity of
Greater Portland to build a
single-family, energy efficient,
affordable home on this 6,078
sq foot lot in the IR1 zone. To
build on this undersize lot,
Habitat wi II seek a Pract ical
Difference Variance from the
Portland City Zoning Board.
H omeStart held an open
community meeting to discuss
these various op tions and commun ity
concerns on Saturday, May 2. Ten
island residents, several Peaks Island
Councilors, and members of t he
HomeStart Boa rd attended t he
meeting. Casco Bj Island Fellow,
Mary Terry, opcne tl1e meeting by
describing the H omeStart activities to
date, and the three opportunities now
under consideration. T he bulk of the
meetin~was devoted to a conversation
regard ing the opportunities and
the process to exam i ne these
opportu n.ities.
On May 13, t he Peaks Island
Council included a discussion of the
HomeStart proposals in their monthly
workshop meet ing. Community and
HomeStar t boara members added
information and observations to those
ofthe Councilors.
For the HomeStart project budget,
t here will be a likely gap between
the cost to build or renovate and sale
or rental income which will be filled

with grants, capital fund raising and
in-kind donat ions. Continued public
dialogue will take place over the next
months and we hope to have satisfied
PIC questions to ant icipate their
recommendation by t he Tune Island
T imes publication. With PIC support
HomeStart will be ready to proceed
with applications to the city and its
ensuing lengthy public process.
In other news, the Homestart web
site is undergoing some changes and
will be updated on a regular basis.
We invite you to view the updates at:
http://peaksislandhomestart.org/.
PeaksFest is just around the corner
and again this year Homestart
will sponsor a Red Sox vs. Yankees
Baseball game. It promises to be an
afternoon ofgood-natured rivalry!
Families and individuals who are
interested in a HomeSta rt home
are asked to pre-qualify based upon
income, residency, re(erences, and
willingness to interview. T he goal is
to present housing oppor tun ities for
qualified families and individuals
at a cost of approximately 30 percent
of gross housenold income. H ousing
costs include rent or mortgage,
e_roper ty taxes, and basic utilities.
l_lyilification for HomeStart housing
will be based upon H UD and Maine
State H ousin~ Authority criteria for
residents earning between 80 percent
and 120 percent of t he area median
income. HUD data indicates a family
of four in the greater Portland Arca
earns a median income of $67,600.
Half of such families earn less and
half earn more . A family of four
earning between S54,550 and $81,120
would be eligible for qualification.
I f you are i nterested in applying
for an affordable rental or ownersh ip
opportunity, please call or write Mary
Terry at 221-2507 or marykterry@
gmail.com for an application. The
ap pl ication was developed with
criteria used by the State of Maine
and sister islander organizations.
Following confidential review by a
committee outside the HomeStar t
Board, a list of qualifying families
and individuals will be ready for the
first appropriate availability.
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Island Views
Community Letters
Taxi Service on the Way

for revamping the sandbox;
Dave Wasl<.elewicz for our new
website (check it out at www.
peaksislandchildrensworkshop.
org; and all the members of tne
Board and community who
make this the ene_rgetickvibrant
center that it is! TKAN YOU!

The Island Transportation
System (ITS) is happy to say
a vehicle has been purchasea
and plans for livery (as known
as taxi) service on the island are
in the active stage of planning.
Those who use the volunteer
Meg SP,rin_g~r Holdridge
taxi service should be reassured
Executive
Director
that there will be subsidized
Peaks Island Children's
rides for anyone who in need
and we are planning to have ~ Workshop
terrific frequent rider program.
• • • • • •
Jay Desmond has been hired as
manager/driver. Our hope is to
D own Front Cleanup
have the service up and running
later in June.
On Saturday, Mar. 16, Jane
• • • • • • and Sid Gerard were clown front
tackling the rose bushes and
the "multitudinous weeds that
are flourishing on the replanted
All of the generous donations banks." They pruned an d
that we've received at the Peaks weeded for three hours to clean
Island Children's Workshop up the parking lot, an area often
these past couple of months neglected.
are truly representative of After the parking lot bank
the won_derfu\, supportive had been cleared to install the
community we re a part of! bathroom piping, Jim Lausier
We've received suf port in the Sid, Jane and many ot her;
form of financia i:lonations, began a drive to replace the
volunteers, and even window roses that had been removed.
washing) ~ecial thanks goes Jim supplied 100 bushes at cost,
out to: KeyBank volunteers for and lobbied the city to cover the
doing just about everything costs; A.J. and Jamal donated
to spruce up the place; All labor, heavy equiP.ment and
the folks wfio macfc the new weed suppressing fabric; and
playground woodchips a many islanders helped clear the
possibility, including Skillins' area and plant the bushes. Will
Nursery, Lionel P lante's barge Gor~am, our city councilor at
service, and Charles Ramsey the time, came and offered his
Landscaping; United Way assistance. During that workday
Day of Caring Vol unteers Lisa Lynch prov1aed lunch and
for all the yardwork; Kamp cold drinks - a welcome relief on
Masonry and Landscaping a hot day.

Letter to the Editor

-

Our efforts now must be
to keep that area weeded.
Hopefully every spring we
can gather in the parking lot
and clean it up. It would be a
wonderful community project
for all ages. When we work as a
community we can get so much
done.

•

•

•

•

•

Eighth Marne and Fifth Maine bu_ildings are in the center. House Island is in the
ba'1(ground.
photofrom website www.panoramio.com
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National food
drive stays local
Members of the Peaks Island post
office would like to thank everyone
who contributed to the "Stamp Out
Hunger" food drive on Saturday,
!"fay 9, an annual program
implemented by the National
Association of Letter Carriers in
conjunction with the U.S. Postal
Service in which food donations
- necessarily non-perishable items
like canned goods, juice, pasta
cereal and grains - are placed at
mailboxes for collection by the

mail carriers when they make their
rounds.
This year, according to letter
carrier Mike Picard, the drive
collected 271 pounds of food, and
for the first time in its history,
delivered it all to the Peaks Island
Community Food Panrry. He said
that in the past everything had to
go to a central warehouse on the
mainland for dis tribution by the
Portland office of the Salvation
Army. A pparently, this year the
policy shifted into Las Vegas mode
and what was donated on the island
stayed on the island.
Children's Workshop Director
Meg Springer-Holdridge said
it was because the staff of the
Peaks Island post office went to
battle for the island. "They really
stepped up and had to pull a lot
of stri n1?5 to make it happen," she
said. "Its awesome that local food
contributions are staying on the
A_SHOT (?F HISTORY: Aerial photograph of Pealu Island in tbe 1950s. The island."
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YOGAFORLIFE
A yogic perspective
on health and simple
living
BY REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS

Rtbu,a Johanna Stephans teathts wtekly
y_oga dasses and private y oga lessons on
Peaks bland. You may dim t yourcommtnts,
inquiri,s, or column ideas to 766-3017 or
rjsyoga@gwi.net.

Every su mmer for many years now,
I have watch ed in baffled wonder as
several of my neighbors bicycle around
and around the island for exercise. I
always imagined that circling a three or
four mile loop would feel repetitive and
bori ng, no matter how spectacularly
beautiful the ride. Now that I am training
for the American Lung Association 180
mile trek across Maine, I recently found
myselfjoining their ranks.
I shed my judgments and expectations
(two of the invitations I often offer at the
beginning of a yoga practice) and planned
my route.1 chose to avoid the down front
stretch in favor of going back and forth

on the back shore with a loop on each
end that added some very nice hills to
the ride. Now I can humbly acknowledge
that I was wrong about riding laps on
Peaks. Not only did I not experience a
single moment of feeling like a gerbil on
an exercise wheel, I thoroughly enjoyed
myself. In fact, my reward for finish ing
this article will be several glorious laps.
Whether you bicycle for transportation,
fitness, or just to get to the back shore for
a picnic, bringing yoga awareness to your
pedaling will help you ride with safety,
efficiency and greater joy. When I teach
mountain pose in yoga class, I always
begin with the feet and offer suggestions
for establishing strength, body awareness,
and alignment as we work our way up to
the crown of the head. I will follow that
same path with your form on a bicycle.
I am assuming that you are beginning
with a tuned-up bicycle that fits you well;
and that you follow standard road safety
recommendations.
Ideally, you will either have toe clips
on your pedals, or biking shoes that snap
into your pedals. Eith er arrangement
allows you to push and pull on the pedals,
and to drop your heels as you push the
pedal down, which means that you use
more of your leg muscles and greatly
increase your power. Also, in the realm of

technique, I recommend gearing down a
bit and spinning the wheels faster, rather
than pushing hard on t he pedals in a
higher gear. Over time, a lighter touch
will spare your knees and avoid repetitive
motion strain injuries.
If you have spent any significant time
on a bicycle, you know exactly how
important the s cat is. When you arc
comfortably seated, you can focus on
pivoting from your hips to reach forward
for the handle bars, rather than bending
from your back. Also, keeping your
abdominal muscles gently engaged and
lengtheni ng your spine wil l keep you
from putting too much pressure on your
sitting bones and will also prevent back
fatigue.
On the yoga mat, the body is never
fully extended in one direction without
an equally strong reach in the opposite
direction. On a bicycle, you might be
tempted to lean much of your upper
body weight o nto the handle ba rs,
thus inviting a number of d iscomforts
including upper back pain, stiff neck,
and numbness in your hands. O ne rather
simple adjustment may relieve all of these
issues. As you reach forward towards the
hand grips, simultaneously draw your
shoulder blades back and down, and tuck
your chin slightly towards your throat.

You can tty this right now from where
you sit. This engaged posture also builds
strength in your upper back and relaxes
your hands, freeing them to brake and
shift gears quickly as needed.
Finally, elease pay attention! There is
a quality of presence we practice in yoga
that balances being alert and relaxed at
the same time. When you cycle, I strongly
recommend that you turn the cell phone
off, leave the iPod at home, and have all
of your senses awake and tuned to your
ride. Unplugging for a while and simply
spending time with your own mind and
whatever is or isn't happening around
you will either be sheer bliss, or a vitally
important discipli ne t raining. Either
way, you will be more available to receive
important cues and have the presence of
mi nd to respond effectively, thus greatly
increasing your c hances of avoiding
injuries and accidents.
Even if you follow all of these
suggestions, the t ruth remai ns that
bicycling is a repetitive, linear activity
that creates certain stresses and
imbalances in the body. Weight training,
dancing, sw imming, walking, or a full
yoga practice will all work fine to balance
that out. Included below are the yoga
postures th at I use to stretch duri ng a
long ride, or after bicycling.

Intention:Begin your practice with a moment of stillness in which you affirm your intention to practicewith compassion and mindfulness.
Bound Angle with Neck Stretch:
Sit on lhe floor or on the edge 01 acushionwith knees wide and thesoles of your feet touching. Hold your feet or your ankles and sit uptall.
Keeping your spinelong, andyour shoulders drawnback and down, let your chin lowertowards your chest. Move your chinvery slowly
andsubtly side to side tostretch alittledeeper into lhe back ol your neck.
CowHead:
In additionto havinga1unny name, thispose
is awonderful shoulder stretch. Reach bolh
arms overhead. Bend oneelbow, resting
thepalmo1yourhandin the center of your
upper back.Pull the bent elbow back andin
towards your headwilh your 1ree hand. Make
sureyoudo not slrainyour neck. If youare
very11exible,reach the freehandbehind your
back, interlace yourlingers, breathe,and
smile. Holdfor about five full breaths,and
theo switch arms.
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Pigeon:
Start intable poseon your handsand knees. Slide oneknee 1orward, and slretch theother
leg backaslar as itgoes. Worktowards opening thehipolthe bent leg so thatyou canbring
yourfoollorward.Rest your hands besidetheforwardknee.lilt your sternum, anddrawyour
shoulders back anddown. Ifyou feel strain in your back, move your hands forward.11 you are
well grounded an dean support yoursel1without your hands, interlace your fingers behind
your back and stretch yourarms back. Hold 1orabout five long breaths, andthen switchlegs.
Supine Diamond:
Start by standing on your shins with your
lower legs at least hip widthapart. andthen
sit down between your heels. If your sitting
bones do not reach lhe floor, sit on acushion.
Walkyour hands backbehind your feet until
you feel asatisfying stretch in your thighs.
Ifpossible, rest onlo your forearms. Ifyou
still havemore room to stretch, lie all the
waydownonto your back.Keep pressing
your shins towards lhe floor, and your thighs
towardseach other, orhave afriend press
gently on your legs. Ifyour kneescannol
tolerate this posture or the previous one, lie
on your backand hug yourthigh in towards
your chestinstead, one legat atime.

Pause:
Curl up in child pose and
rest. Close your eyes,
brealhe slowly and feel the
effeclso1 your movements.
Give thanks 1or yourpractice
and askthat itenhance your
well-being.

Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts.
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For the love ofPeaks!
DickAdams
Partl

you got boat tickets in Portland,
because r.ou had to have tickets that
wenttothcu,lacewhereyouwanted
to get offi There were at least three
places then, I remember. If you
bought a ticket to go to Evergreen,
A S TOLD TO F RAN H OUSTON
that meant the boat went there, it
didn't stop at the
other two places.
It'salongwalkfrom
Evergreen to Forest
City, especially if
you ve got baggage!
Some people
have asked me
"What part of your
life was the most
interesting?"! would
have to say, whether
it's Pcal<s I sla nd
or anywhere else,
it was the WWII
years, because they
were very different.
We were coming off
of the Depression, I
can remember that some bad memories
of the Depression.
We really oidn't get
out ofit until almost
the end of '43 and
probably wouldn't
have if it wasn't for
the War. It was one
of those times you
photo by Fran Houstoncan't "Cr
,ery well fcorget,
My first stay _on Peaks Island,
especially i~you were
at die Eighth Maine, was in 1928 !1t an age whe!l you were mterested
and I was six weeks old. I was a Ln all those thmgs.
babe in arms and my mother and
In 1942 we hao our first wartime
father brought me liere to attend ~riQ here.
cousin, w_ho lived
a reunion. So I don't remember m Poland JUSt over the !me from
too much ab~ut that first stay! our. place in Auburn, picked us
But, I've got a lot of memories that up m the farm truck because you
start back as early as when I was cou!dn't drive except ,for work or
four. I've been here just about every business. You weren t supposed
year except for a few when I was in to use your car for pleasure, and
Minnesota and some other places. that mcluded com mg to Peaks
One of my first remembrances Island! But our business meeting
was when you got on the boat was here, and we took two trains
and r.ou' d look across to South to get here. We got into Portland
Portland and there wasn't at the Grand Trunk Station - you
anything there ... no oil tanks, not can see the old freight office down
the shipy_ards that came during near where the tra~n museum track
WWII. That, and during the trip used to be on India Street. \'.\'hen
over you knew you were heading we got t~ the boat, they _frisked
for something wonderfully us to see 1fwe were carrying any
different. First thing you notice, contraban4, like cameras, because
of course is the salt air which you they d1dn t hke people com mg
don't get 'at the lakes wi1erc I grew around t ~ pictures of the naval
up. Sea breezes.
ships anchorecfhere.
You had to be careful when
.A:ndl'lltellyou,mygrandmother

!"IY

wasn't too happy when we got to
Peaks, because we didn't have anr.
car, so she couldn't drive arouno
the island to see what had changed
after a yea r. Instead, she said,
"We'll walk around the island,"
and she led us on a walking tour
on Wednesday night. We started
out, got down the road about six
or seven minutes from here and
there was a big barbed wire fence
that went down to the shore or sea.
There was a big sign behind that
said "Military ~eservation - No
Trespassing."
Tlie tide was way out, so she
said "I think we can get around
that okay, and I don't see anybody
to stop us." So we went around,
a whole bunch of us, maybe 14
altogether: kids and my mother
and my grandmother and other
people. Pretty soon I heard a
siren and we turned around, well
holy heck! here came a military
ieep with a flag_ flying that saio
Military Police.-! figured we were
in trouble.
There was an army truck behind
it and about six soldiers trot out
with their bayonets fixed, took us
prisoner, threw us into the back of
the truck and took us over to the
Commanding Officer's place near
Battery Steele. They marched us
in there, and all of a sudden I heard
a Iady's voice pipe up and she sai d,
"Wliere are you going with mr.
people from the Eighth?" I saio
to myself, maybe we got a savior
on the ground, and the officer
says "Well, they're in serious
trouble, caught trespassing on a
military_reservation." Then she
says, "Well just a minute, because
I'm telling r.ou, if you don't send
them bade there right now, you're
not having that elate with me
tonight or ever again." That was
the grandda~hter of the people
that ran the Eight h Maine at the
tim~ and they brought us back to
the tighth.
I remember blackouts. There
were permanent blackouts here in
Memorial Hall. With these huge
windows you just couldn't pull the
shade to do
it. We had to
keep lights on
day ana night
here. On fhe
cars,youcould

,

only see about 12 feet in front of
you, at the most, because reflectors
shot the light down to the road, so
it wasn't lighting any appreciable
amount of terrain.
The blackouts were enforced.
Sometimes we went out to relieve
people from blackout duty. There
was someone on all tlie time,
wardens all over the island, and a
few of them were fishermen. Some
of us kids, who were about 15 at the
time, wou ld go out for two hour
treks to make sure that people were
blacked out. Tight security existed
and there were signs everywhere:
"Don't Aid the Enemy br, Passin~
along Any Information'. Thats
why when we got caught on the
military reservation, we figured
we were gonna be hung soon
(Laughs).
Lots of seafood is the other thing
I can remember about the War
years, because it wasn't rationed.
Meat, flour, sugar all were, so we
ate lots of macl<ercl (Laughs). We
ate plenty of them, and I remember
eatmg lobsters maY.be once or twice
a weel<, and lots of clams. Nobod}'
ate mussels, we thought we'd die if
we ate them, but I just as soon have
them as have clams any day now.

Have JIOU lived on Peaksfor a limg tuner
Do you haw a Peaks Island story to tell of
memories from ,J,ildbood or that illustrates
why JIOU 7ow living here? Please email or
wll Fran Housttm. She has already heard
Jome great 1/ories and .she wants to bear
y_ours.-fran_houston@hotmail.com, or ,al/
766.2186.
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Tennis SafetyTips

The game is Victorian.
That 's why having no point is
called "love". Always speak in
euphemisms.

S)

Jim Norwood, and other discarded items
which had survived yard sales and whne
elephant tables went to a garbage dump
offSeashore Road.
T he dump became a place to meet,
gossip and exchange discarded treasures.
I remember taking two chairs to the
BY JERRY GARMAN
dump and picking up two short pieces of
2x4 lumber. While circling
back on the isla.nd, I passed
'
my chairs in a friend's
truck.
I suspect that many
island cottages were
furnished from the dump.
This communal, same-day
recycling was our version
of a transfer station. After
over 50 years, abandoned
stove parts and rusty cars
arc still vi:;iblc, also rejected
bxnan,re.
The early 1940s brought
800 to 900 soldiers as part
ofthe Peaks lsland Military
ABOVE the landfi.11. BELOW the transfer station Reservation during
today
WWII. Their garbage was
burned and buried in large
All computer systems warn users that if pits in the Batteries Craven and Steele.
they imput garbage, they most certainly
By 1972 the garbage pit and old dumps
will output gar6age. No miraculous were closed, and all activities were moved
process will translate had information to a new landfill located beside our
into g_ospel. What is true for data is also present transfer st,tion. There waste was
true for real garbage, especially when simply covered with earth hoping that it
generated on an island: ft docs not get woo Id biodegrade.
mysteriously transformed, nor does Jt
The annual fall large item pickup
simply disappear.
provided an opportunity to honor the
Every year, CBJTD's boats transport most creative use of the discarded items.
over one million passengers to the is)and. One of our island's pastors proudlJ. wore
and each person generates apJJroximately her garbage can lid crown as the 'Trash
6.4 pounds of waste per day. This waste
(no longer callca garbage, rubbish, trash °'¥,'l;;"iandfill served the island for
or jun k) is collected at a transfer station almost 25 years, closing in 1997 as a
(no longer called a garbage pit, dump result of state legislation outlawing
or landfill) under a process now calleo landfills.
waste management, and returned the
In 1989 the Peaks Island community
mainland for recycling, incineration or started curbside recycl ing, a practice
composting.
which would discipline islanders to
Tlie journey to our present system has start separating recyclables from other
been long and challenging, influenced by household waste. The island was ready
island population growth, state laws and for the modern transfer station that
a national movement toward recycling.
opened in 2001.
The early pioneer families, who
,Ve now have gone from all waste
occupied only four houses in 1790, staying on the island to all waste leaving
discovered that on a 720 ac re island the island.
junk could simply be burned, buried or
It seems ironic that each day, after
abandoned somewhere. The constant carefully buying st uff from orderly
appearance of sea glass would indicate shelves in neatly arranged aisles, we ship
that the ocean was also a point of it all to the island, consume it and t hen
disposal. By 1860 another fifty cottages neatly rearrange it again as paper, plastic/
were chucl<lng out their trash the same e;Lass/tin, metal, or what-have-you so
,t can be shipped back as trash. It is like
wg~t between 1890 and 1910 ~rbage placing it all back into invcntory1 used.
started to stress the island's fragi1e
The final irony is that we will pass the
ecosystem, especially during the summer Plante's barge, returning our waste to the
months when twelve steamship Jines ran mainJand, as we also return to purchase:
enough people to and from the islands to more things.
occupy 2,000 rooms in 16 hotels and over
Islanders now play a critical role in the
100 cottages.
island's waste management system. \1/e
A new sewerage line was installed in will be continuously challenged to reduce
Forrest City in 19"09, followed by the first this waste stream by mal<ing greener
automobile in 1915 and the Sebago water purchases and wiser use of our resources,
supply in 1920, all of which encouraged by precycling and composting, and by
more island development, with more always remembering that we are the
cottages: over 500 were listed in a 1927 stewards of this lovely island.
directory.
During this period at least two garbage
[pruycling: buying in bu(//, replacing
pits were operated by Arthur Ross and plastic bugs with reimib/e carriers.}

Garbage in, Garbage
out(GIGO)

When your partners consistently
double-fault in their serve, tell
them to be fruitful and multiply.
It's the sun that's glaring, not you.
Unless you're an Irish
spor tscaster who was once a
champion tennis star, don't throw
temper tantrums in public.
Do not accept an invitation to
play tennis with Roger Federer.
illustration byJamie Hoga11 He is a world champion and will
kill you.
Tennis is mathematical
nonsense: to play singles there
If you have bad luck, or just a
must be two of you, doub les bad back, do not play tennis in
requires four people, the first Australia. The flight will kill you.
point is actually 15 poin t s, the
third is 40, and after that it just
In accordance with the USA
sits there hovering around 41.
Patriot Act, you must never refer
But now that summer is here to your tennis racket as your ax,
many of you will be dashing off your crossbow, your Gatling gun,
to the tennis courts anyway, so your Katyusha rocket launcher,
before you go don't forget these your SAM missile site, nor any
important ru les and safety tips.
otherWMD.
When dr iv ing up to the court,
Finally, there are many ways to
honk and wave like you know hold your balls when serving, but
people.
we won't go into that here.
If you wear blinding white
te nnis clothes you m ust be
certified in CPR.

Break a leg!

DISTINCTIVE HOMES FOR DISCERNING PEOPLE

KIRK GOODHUE

ALYCE

A,

BAUERLE

DEB HANNA

LAURIE W ILDES

PEAKS ISl AND

•

207.766.5966

Jill KEEFE

PORTLAND

•

207.775.7253

LONG ISLAND

•

207.232.0758

WWW.PORTISLAND.COM

AUTO & GOLF CART REPAIRS
CARPENTRY
FREIGHT DELIVERY
TOWING ON AND OFF ISLAND
PROPERTY CARETAKING

207.41 5.4925
anymlng@callpaulbridges.com
Online Work Order/ Quote Requert at
www.callpaulb>1dges.com

CALL

PAUL

Coll me. I con do anything-.
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ACROSS

64. Anchorlines
65. Female goat

1. Old French coin
4. ..---,holic
9. Egyptian life symbol
13. Scour_ge

DOWN

June 2009

21 Body Parts~ by Anna Tierney

l. Sprite
2.
Something to be tuned
16. Latin frog
3.
Employer
17. Release
4.
Harpsichord
18. "If-,-___,» Beatles song
5. Sword handles
19. Bearing
6. Something unique
20. Massachusetts town
7. Football great
22. Ran
8.
Parable
23. Female rats
9. Not 'ealthy?
24. Animal found chiefly in 10.
Fasten
crosswords
11.
LocationofMCL
26. Acquiesce
12. ~P,plause
29. Push aside
14. Exfiaust pipes
34. Santa
21.
Scots islana
35. Pluck-25.
Eccentric
36. Paydirt
26.
Bitter
37. Stadium sounds
27. Satisfy
38. Boat
28.
Re,g1on of Mali, Niger, and
39. Fashionable
Chao
40. Man's nickname
29. Residents ofBeograd
41. One ofa famous dozen
30. Mammal with split lip
42. Useful associate
31.
Trees ofCeylon
43. Rescues
32.
Ford or Kovacs
45. Bents
33.
Point _ _ California
46. En tout
35.
Legatee
47. Rustic exclamation
38. Popular radio program
48. Man in black
49. Imperfectly closed
39. New Jersey town
51. Like the Tin Man
50.
Lee
41. Established by Congress in
56. California town
52. River into Mediterranean
1933
57. Father superior
53. Notu_p
42. Secretary, formerly
58. lncipientbeef?
54.
Auction
44. Chinese book ofdivination
60. Ment
55.
Seattle ___, Triple Crown
45. Southwest land forms
61. Woman's name
winner
47. Almost useless male
62. Swiss artist
59.
Wage
48. Yale and Vassar are
63. Qyeen ofsorts

15. Boara

Andrea Davis

941.961.8934 cell peaksbeads@vmail.com
IO Island Avenue Peaks Island. Maine 04 I 08

wwwJ1af'lnaford.com

ta y palette
create a
mas-terpiece

in yovr kitcJien

SOLLTTIONTO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE
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Star Gazing
BY MIKE R IC HARDS

June 2009 Sky
June is named for Juno, wife of Jupiter
and Roman goddess ofmarriage (Hera was
her Greek equivalent, wife of Zeus}. This
month features che summer so1scice on
June 21, creating Northern Hemisphere's
longest days and shortest nights. The
Earth's Norrh Pole is now ripped 23.5'
toward the Sun, bathing the rop half of the
globe in beat and lighL In f..cr, in northern
Norway rhe sun rises in mid-April and
doesn't set again until the end of August.
Instead, u simply goes around the horizon,
starting fro~ its low position jus~ a~ove
rhe horizon ,n the norrh around mJdn1ghr
and rising slightly ro irs high position in rhe
sou ch around noon,
For us, rhe Sun rises well north of easr
and sets well north of west, but even
when rhe Sun sers, ir's never far below ,he
horizon, providjng che longest astr~nomical

rwilighrs of the year both rnornmgs and
evenings. As the sun filters sideways
through the rhick air, rhc shorter blue
wavelengths oflight are blocked and only
rhe longer red wavelengths get through,
giving M•ine light a special quality that has
<irawn arcisrs like Winslow Homer here to
caprure it in p:,,jnt.
THE PLANETS
This month most of easily-visible planets
are up in the morning, but they r~quit·e
early rising {e.g., 4 a.m.) to see. M ighty•

whirejupicer is upjust before midnight, but

will be easier co see in a few months when
Earth (on irs fasrer inside track around
the S un} catches up ro it. Nearly directly
behind ic by 2 billion miles is cold, blue
Neptune, now the Sun's outerntost planer
{since Pluco's demotion}.
Ruddr·faced Mars rises• few hours lacer
Illustration byJamie Hogan and wil also be better seen chis fall. Don"t
be fooled by the email now circuloting that
reads, "Mars' closest approach ever-it will
look as big •• the Moon." Unlike Eurh,
Mars' orbit is quire elliptical and made
its dose.st approach a few years ago, when
Earth's aphelion (away from rhc Sun) and
Mars' perihelion (close ro the sun) occurred
abouc rhe same time, but Mars was then

only marginally closer rhan normal.
Brilliant Venus rises just after Mars,

and rhe rwo will be fairly close together
out over rhe ocean in chc morning. There's
talk of more missions to Venus's surface,

but rhe challenges are many: The hellish
atmosphere will melc lead, the sulfuric acid
rain will dissolve lesser materials, and the
immense atmospheric. pressure will slowly

red super-giant in Scorpius, and directly
east is Altair the white alpha stor in Aquila.
Looking up from Altair, you can see
Vega, the blue-white star in Lyra, spinning
madly and burning through its hydroge~
at • prodigious rare. Although Earths
clockwise precession (the opposite of its
counterclockwise rotation) has brought
the Norrh Pole ro point toward Polaris, rbe
dint rail end of Ursa Minor, in 14,000 years
it will swing back around ro Veg:,, where it
pointed 12,000 years ago when the glaciers
melted back from North America •nd
the plants, animals and humans migrated

northward ro take advantage of newly
opened spaces.
These are just the brighcesc stars,
but June is a good rime (mosquitoes
permitting) to get out the lawn chair, grab
the binoculars, lay back and look up at all
the other stars, some alone, most in pairs
and many in dusters throughout che nighc

sky. Surely some of them (especially 2nd
and 3rd generation $tars like our Sun} have

planeury systems, and a few may have a
pl>nec orbiting within the habitable_zone,
neither too dose. nor too far from their host
Sta.rs. Our current techniques can locate

only rhe largest, closest extra-solar planets
rhat can move rhe host stars or block

enough light when they rransit their stars,
but our incuicion tdls us smaller pl.trtets
that may harbor life must be ouc there
somewhere.

ALMANAC:
June l· Sunrise is at 5:02 a.m. and sunset
is at 8:15 a.m., bur the birds love rhar
morning rwilighr begins at 2:35 a.rn. and
astronomers rue that evening cwilighc last

until 10:30 p.m.
June 6- A nearly-full Moon will pa$$ just
under red..-giant Antares.starting around _11
p.m. ronigbr. Mosr of rhe rest of Amenca
will get co see: an occultation, but we're
so far norch we can peek over the top of
Moon. This gives us a chance to •ppreciate
the Moon's eastward orbit around the

Earth, rhough it looks like it goes westward
because of Earth's faster rotation (Earrh
turns 29 times during each single lunar

orbit),
June 7- Full "Strawberry" Moon sets
at 4:26 a.m. and rises •gain at 8:46 p.m.,
turning full when it's on rhe ocher side of
Earrh.
June 10- The Moon's ar apogee {away
from Earth), so tides and currents remain

moderate.
June 14- Thar's Jupiter just below and ro
the right ofthe Moon chis morning.
June 15· Lasr quarter Moon is high in the

sky at sunrise.

crush anything char is intrepid enough ro
June 19-A thin crescent Moonsits>bove
lind on its rocky surface. Mercury, small, Venus (and Mars) early this morning.
dense and quick, rises j ust before rhe Sun
June 20- Midsummer Night, the shortest
and will be e.asiesc to see toward the end of night of rhe year for ,hose of us on the
the month.
northern half of Earth· time for a bonfire
Sarum is rhe only evening planer, sitting to celebrate, and then to bed, perchance to
just below rhe constellation Leo, which dream!
has now migrated to the western sky over
J une 21- Summer solstice: ,he Sun has
Portland. You can still see the rings, bur reached its northernmost po.inc of rising
barely, as chey continue to turn more edge~ and setting, giving us almost 15.S hours
on to us Earthlings. lfSaturn·s rings were of daylight. Before dawn, a chin crescent
only as thick as the paper you're holding, Moon hangs to the left of Mercury along
they'd be rwo miles wide- about rhe the horizon.
distance from Peaks co Portland. The
June 22- New Moon means no Moon to
Cassini-Huygens spacecraft bas also found fill the sky with light and ruin the contrast,
more Sacurnian moons, now numbering if you want to scan che .skies for faint
62. Most of them are quite small, bur galaxies, nebulae and star dusters.
some large and interesting~ Tiran, wirh
June 23- The Moon's ar perigee (close
its nitrogen atmosphere, methane clouds, to Earth), so tides are building quickly,
and h ydrocarbon rain that have carved especially since the Moon and Sun are
mountains, rivers, lakes and oceans; and on the same side of Earth now and are
Enceladus, with its cracked-ice surface ,nd combining their gravirational pull on rhc
its impressive geysers feeding the E-rinJ! oceans.
though which it travels around Sarurns
J une 24, 25· Spr ing tides these days
bulging midsection.
are highest around midnight and lowest
THESTARS
around noon, with the wacer dropping 3nd
When evening finaJly arriv·e s, Arcturus

is nearly directly overhead. Ir's a red-giant

Tickets: $20
To reserve tickets: (207) 523-5111
www.tnnonpeaks.com

star in che constellation BOOces and the

third brightest star we can sec. Facing
SSW toward cown, and moving down co

the horizon, you can perhaps see Spica, the
left hand of Virgo the Virgin, through rhe
ambient light ofthe city. Turning eastward

along the horizon, you can see Antares, the

rising mor~ chan 13 feet between chem.

June 27- Saturn is above and right of the
crescent Moon this evening.

June 29- First quarter Moon is h igh
in rhe sky ar sunset, heralding the best
rime ro gee rhe scope out and look at rhe
Moon's craters, rills, ind ridges along the

terminator line where light meets dark and
shadows are long and revealing.
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Looking for my
Parachute

Partl
BY JO ISRAELSON

I am unemployed. Actually,
while I was completing an art
project during the summer and
not nurturing my personal and
professional organizing business,
the housing marker plummeted to
an all time low, taking my clients
and my business with it.
I spent the first weeks hiding
under the covers, expending a great
deal of energy berating myself,
feeling sorry for myself, blaming
any and everyone in political
office, and listening 24 hours a
day to the economic news reports
- local, national and international.
I grew more despondent everyday.
For the fust time in 20 years, I
was faced with finding a job. All
I knew about job hunting was to
check out the help wanted ads in
newspapers and to search through
on-line data bases. So I did the
only thin? I knew how to do. I
went into' resume overdrive."
I identified my "skill sets,"
contacted references and paid for
copies of transcripts. I created
a variety of resumes based on
possible job titles, wrote innovative
cover letters or completed on-line
applications.
And I waited. No responses. I
waited some more. No interviews.
I waited some more. Nothing.
I was consumed by fear-and
hopelessness.
I decided to list all the reasons
why no one would want to employ
me: I have had my own business,
I graduated a long time ago, I
am too much of a generalist, my
resume has too many holes, I've
been out of the market too long, I
am too near retirement age, and on
and on.
And then someone asked:
"D o you really know t hat any of
these reasons are true?" I got up,
made the bed, cleaned a nd re-

arranged the office to make space
for my "new" business - finding
employment. In the clearing out
process, I found a gift certificate
to Amazon.com and ordered the
job hunting in hard times edition
of Richard Bolles' "What Color is
Your Parachute".
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employment. Herc is his list in a
nutshell, along with the chance of
success in finding a job:
FIVE WORST
l.
Looking for employers' job
postings on the Internet, 4 percent
to 10 percent.
2. Mailing out resumes to

especially at your local communiry
college or the high school or
college where you graduated, 33
percent.
2.
Knocking on the door of
a ny employer, factory, or office
that interests you, whether they arc
known to have a vacancy or not, 47
percent.
3.
By yourself, using the
phone book's yellow pages to
identify subjects or fields of
interest to you in the town or ciry
where you want to work and then
calling up or visiting the employers
listed in that field, to ask if they arc
hiring for the type of position you
can do and do weJJ, 69 percent.
4.
In a group with other job
hunters, a kind of"job club," using
the phone book's yellow pages
to identify subjects or fields of
interest to you in the town or ciry
where you want to work and then
calling up or visiting the employers
listed in that field, to ask if they are
hiring for the type of position you
can do and do well, 84 percent.
5. Doing a Life Changing Job
Hunt, 86 percent. To do this, you
need to know yourself well and be
able to identify your transferable
skills, the type ofjob environment
you think will work best and the
actual jobs, job locations, and
people with the power to hire you.
i/1,mration by Tim N,l,off
Research indicates that a typical
job search can last 15 to 19 weeks,
employers at random, 7 percent.
3. Answering ads i n but most people g ive up within
professional or trade journals, two months. Bolles also states
appropriate to youT field, 7 that although there are up to 16
different approaches to finding a
percent.
4.
Answering local newspaper job, using more than four methods
ads (varies based on salary scale) DECREASES your likelihood of
success!
from 5 percent to 24 percent.
5. Going to private I decided I would read his book,
employment agencies or search do all the exercises he provides and
firms for help, 5 percent to 28 follow his recommendations to see
if in fact any of this information
percent.
actually works.
FIVEBEST
Next issue: Doing the Homework
l. A sking for job leads from:
to Find Work
familymembers,
fr i e n d s , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - people in the
community
an d staff at
career centers,

.t

While I waited, I took a hard look
at my budget and meager savings,
and then advertised for and found
a roommate. I also notified all my
friends that this year their holiday
gifts would be gifts of time - that
was all I could offer - but those
hours proved to be more of a gift to
me. My friends provided me with
support, encouragement, reality
checking, and a cup of tea while we
cleaned out closets, stacked wood
or pulled offwallpaper.
The book arrived and I began
to read. Dick Bolles has sold 10
million copies of his book. In
Chapter 3, titled "Things School
Never Taught Us About Job
Hunting", Bolles lists the five
worst and the five best ways to find

Veterinary care
to the islands
all year long.

BRAD'S ISLAND BIKE RENTAL
and full service $hopl

Bike accessories & fishing tackle
115 Island Avenue•• Peaks
•• 766-5631

Serving the Islands of Casco Bay
Monday through Saturday
by appointment
772-3385
www.porcvet.net

Island Yelffina,y Serriu Is a division of the
Bracket Street Veterinvy Clinic
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MAINE COMIC ARTS FESTIVAL
BY SOFT PROIA

The Maine Comic Arts
Festival was held on Sunday,
May 17, at Ocean Gateway in
Portland. Tailored for both the
connoisseur of comic books or
the casual comic book reader,
the festival was created to
promote comics as an art, not
a commodity. At this expo you
wouldn't find people selling
back issues ofSuperman. Instead
you'd find people selling new
comics of their own creation
they just finished Xeroxing the
night before.
As I walked around, I took
interest 111 one particular
comic artist who was sitting
comfortably in his chair
dressed as a ___pirate. His name
was Everett Soares, and he had
been working on his fiece "Sky
Pirates of Valendor for over
three years. I asked him if he
had always wanted to do comics,
or if there was anything else he
had wanted to do:
"At first I wanted to be an
artist. I went to school, sought
advice from great and wise
artists, practiced until my hand
bled, and discovered I had no
talent," he laughed, "So I hung
up my graphite pencil, started
to treat my eraser like silly
putty and learned how to write
comjcs."
About six dozen other artists
from all around New England

The Peaks Island
Music Association
Presents the 2009
Summer Concert
Series
BY FAITH YORK

As t he Peaks Is land M us ic
Association prepares to launch a new
season - as with all seasons • there
are changes in the air. With much
gratitude and sadness we bid farewell
to our long term, faithful members
George & Cevia Rosol. But with joy
we welcome two new members: Desi
Larson and Stephen Fox, both of
whom bring with them a diversity of
skills and knowledge.
They join the current hardworking
board: Charles Burr, Technician;
Jackie Clifford, Co-Treasurer;
Starr Dcmitre, Historian; Larry
Ducharme, Facilities Manager;
Karen Friedman, Tickets; Eleanor
Morse, Communications; Kathie
Schneider, Secretary; Celia Strickler,
Tickets & Co-Treasurer; and Faith
York, President.
The Music Association is dedicated

held down their own tables
during the festival. The first
few I ran into were representing
the Center for Cartoon Studies
in Vermont. They handed me
a pamphlet in appropriately
cartoon style that read, "Ten
Reasons the Center for
Cartoon St udies Experience
is Awesome!" Another group
of people advertised to me the
"Trees and Hills Comic Group"
in a similar fashion.
There were comics from every
genre from Sam Costello's "Split
Lip" chilling horror comics to
Kean Soo's kid-friendly "Jellaby"
to artsy Lisa Hanawalt's small
collection includin& "Stay Away
from Other People. Some of the
artists were sweetly familiar, like
our very own Lincoln Pierce,
creator of the well-known comic
st.rip "Big Nate."
Mel Crawford from
Bridgton was among the many
enthusiastic fans bustli ng
around the festival , "I've been a
comic book girl ever since I can
remember ... Really artsy, really
fun. It's great to see so many
people from so many walks of
life come together to celebrate
die art of graphic novels."
My personal favorite was a
Holden, Massachusetts ar tist
named Sam Gas Can. I-le had
a wide gamut of paperbacks and
posters. One tliat st ruck me was
a small comic called "Totally
Sinbad," which was a new issue

of"Call All My Dawgs!" a onesheet hand-colored comic. He
combined minimal ism with
great imagination to come up
with silly and random comics
that seem just like a stream of

consciousness.
The M ai ne Comic Arts
Festival drew people from near
and far to commemorate all the
hard work tliese artists put in. It
wasA.

to planning and producing interesting
musical programs that represent born
our community and the world around
us; we seek to fu Ifill our simple
mission of bringing good music to our
beloved island.
Our regular Wednesday night
concert series will bring a diverse
group of performers to the Fifth
Maine this year throughout t he
summer.
July 8 marks an important milestone
for PIMA, with tbe introduction
of ou.r newly-acquired, rebuilt 1924
Steinert grand piano • with many
thanks to the Peaks Island Fu nd
and Shep and Nancy Johnson. To
commemorate this event, none other
than Mr. George Sebastian Lopez
will play our inaugural concert.
Mr. Lopez has been heard by
audiences around the globe, and
has been hailed as "one of t he best
solo and chamber musicians of his
generation." A frequent guest of
the Montclaire and Rainier String
Qyartets of Charleston and Seattle,
he has e_erformed with the Emerson
String ~artet, lncanto Ensemble of
Munich, and Trio of the Americas
in New York City with whom he will
do the complete trios of Beethoven
in the next two concert seasons. He
is on the faculty of the Manchester
Community Music School and
Phillips- Exeter Academy, the
Ki nhaven summer chamber music

camp for adults in Vermont and a
guest artist with the New Hampsh.ire
Music Festival Chamber Players in
Po/mouth, NH.
July 22 will see t he return of our
popular Annual Island M usicians
concert, rrofiling a va riety of
wonderfu local talent from the
young to the not-so-young in classical
and art song repertoire, including
trumpet, piano, voice, saxophone,
strings, ensembles, and others.
On August 5, Soprano Farah
Padamsee, an island resident and
past winner of the Barbara Goelman
Scholarship, will share the stage with
international performer and teacher
mezzo-soprano Bonnie Bradley
Bailey. Ms. Padamsee is a voice major
at the University of Maryland. Ms.
Bailey graduated from Westminster
Choir College with a BA in Voice,
and Manhattan School of Music
with an MA in Opera Theater. She
has performed solo engagements at
Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center,
Washington National Cathedral,
the Metropolitan Opera Studio, and
with the New York Philharmonic,
to name only a few. Ms. Bailey has
won competitions such as the Artists
International Competition, and been
awarded a number of grants.
The New York Times calls Ms.
Bailey, "a poised and communicative
artist." The Westbury Times (L.I.)
states, "Miss Bradley's arias were the

h.igh point of the entire evening. She
hao flawless phrasing and exceptional
breath control, ano was a model of
vocal articulation." And the Dunedin
Times (FL) reports that, "Bonnie
Bradley proved to be one of the most
sensational mezzo-sopranos and is
one of the best-trained singers you
will ever hear. She is among the finest
examples of really fresh, scintillating
voices." (For more information, check
ou t her webs ite atwww. cantobel.
com).
The final concert of the season,
on August 19, will feature The
30-voice Pe aks Island Chorale
in a reprise of "Oh, Freedom!", to
include a broad range of music on the
t heme of freedom, such as the first
movement from Randall Thompson's
"Testament of Freedom", a double
choir piece from Handel's "Israel
in Egypt", African freedom songs,
traditional spirituals, and an original
piece by the group's director based on
Martin Luther King's famous "I have
a dream" speech.
A 11 concerts are held at the Fifth
Maine Regiment Museum on
Seashore Avenue, 8:00 pm; suggested
donation $5.00/person.
For more information on the
concerts or the Peaks Island Music
Association, call Faith York at 7665763.
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Naked
S hakespeare

BY fT ARTS 8c MUSIC CONTRIBUTOR

R.WINGFlElD

The Naked Shakespeare
Ensemble from Acorn
Productions, directed by Mike
Levine of Peaks Island, put
on a series of performances of
Richard II at various venues in
and around Portland. I caught
half a show at the Emi:>ire Dme
& Dance on Wednesclay, May
13 and a full show at thelnn on
Peaks Island Friday, May 22.
I got to the Empire late, sat in

the back, missed the story setup and couldn't hear all thatwelJ
anyway, so that night I took in
the general atmosphere. At first
I thought there was an unusually
large number of peor.le
dressed in black suits until I
realized many of them were
cast members who, when not
up front in a scene, circulated
tlirough the crowd or stood in
the wings, in character. Kinda
fun.
I had never been to one of
the Naked Shakespeare shows
although Acorn has been doing
them for a number of years. I
was pleasantly surprised at all
the liootin' & hollerin' audience
participation! In fact they hand
out little noise makers when rou
first come in and (hopefu ly)
drop your S8 donation in the
box, and encourage you to
respond verbally cfuring any
crowd scene.
It put me in mind of the Rocky
Horror Picture Show where
followers _yell out lines and
throw stuff at the appropriate
moments. It's a fun atmosphere
and does hel_p l iven up
Richard II with it's bare bones
production.
A friend, who shall remain
anonymous1 said, "I heard there
was gonna be nudity, that's why
I came!" The 'naked' aspect
of Naked Shakespeare refers
to minimizing production
elements "in order to focus
the audience on the words
and images being spoken."
According to the program, this
type of staging hearkens back to
the manner in which these plays
were originally performed .
Even missing the opening, I
could tell the story was the usual

Shakespearean mix of intrigue,
backstabbing and doufilecrossing, family dysfunction,
false accusations and vehement
counter-accusations, lengthy
speeches, testing of loyafties1
pride and stubborness, l:iuddlea
conferences, and banishments
from the kingdom.
At the Inn on Peaks, l arrived
early and sat tp front, and heard
ever)'. line perfectly. Richard II is
also full ofwonderful vocabulary
such as pestilence, jocund,
forsooth, bosom, and recreant,
not to mention turns of phrase
such as: "his tongue is now a
stri ngless instrument'; "thou
die-est tho' I the sicker be"; "let
us sit u_pon the ground and tell
tales ofdead kings"; Go, signify
as much!"; "I am still king of my
griefs!"
This production included
original audio accompaniment
wntten and performed by
Denis Nye using keyboard,
electric oass, tom drum and
miscellaneous noise-making
props. At the Empire he was
a little too enthusiastic with
volume levels but did exhibit
impressive adaptability when
the music downstairs began,
changing the key of his piano
accompaniment depending
on what the loud music from
downstairs was doing. At the
Inn the volume levels were much
better. It was definitely a plus to
have the live audio adding to
the tension and helping create
moods in the different scenes.
I'm a new fan of Paul Haley
(King Richard). Karen Ball,
who played Richard's spoiled
French wife, was fun to watch in
a play that is not full oflightness
and fun. I overheard D1rector

Mike Levine commenting that
he picked th is play because it
would be a challenge for the
actors.
Rita Kissen, an audience
member and former college
teacher of Shakespeare,
commented, "Shakespeare can
be challenging for American
actors. The cast did a great job
of making Richard II accessible.
They really understood the
characters and the language,
and knew how to cfeliver
Shakespeare." She added.
"The performance at the Inn
reminded me of Shakespeare's
theatre, the Globe, where the
audience hissed or cheered, and
commerce went on in the aisles
during the show."
In addition to the Naked
Shake~peare performances
Acorn Productions runs various
other erograms including the
Phy2g1g festival of physical
comedy and the Maine
Playwrights Festival, plus offers
actmg classes and workshO!)S
for kias and adults of all levels
of ability and e~perience. Their
studio is in the Dana Warp Mill
in Westbrook. Many Peaks
Islanders have been mvolved
in these efforts as performers1
actors, directors or boar<l
members, including Avner
(Eisneberg) the Eccentric1
Julie Goell, Faith York, anct
Stephanie Eliot.
For more information about
Acorn Productions, visit their
websitewww.acorn-productions.
org,oremailacornproductionsl@
myfairpoint.net. Or call 207854-0065 and get started on
that theatrical career you've
always dreamed of.

- --~..,..._
The second annual Peaks Island School voc;obulary parade took place quietly on Friday, May 15, complete with police and fire escort, but many people on the island were
probably unaware ofit. The children dressed as words from their vocabulary lessons and marched down Island Avenue before a smattering of parents and curious onlookers,
through the library and community room, and then back ro the school where awards were given for categories like Mosr Creative and Funniest. First prize was a can of
alphabeuoup.
Last spring, Peaks Island School teacher Kara St. Germain was inspired by "Miscellaneous", a book about words by Deborah Fraser, to organize the first word parade, and
now it has all the earmar ks ofbecoming a school tradition. Among the entries th.is year were a team effort byJ ohnny Stange and James Mitchell as a "Siamese twin"Jonathan
Bergh as a battery powered, alternative fuel " hybrid" and two girls who portrayed a "witch" and a "wbich". Bur, perhaps Olivia Lovejoy showed the most insight into language
when she portrayed the word "frisbee" by frizzing her hair and wearing the letter B.
sta.ffpboto
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AFTER GANDHI:
One Hundred Years of
Nonviolent Resistance
BY JAMIE HOGAN

Peaks Islanders Annie O' Brien
and son, Perry, made their coauthoring debut at the Doug
Macvane Community Center on
May 2 as they spoke about their
collab_oration and signed copies
of their book, After Gandhi: One
Hundred Years of Nonviolent
Resistance (published by
Charlesbridge Publishing) which
profiles the lives of 15 world
figures who used non-violence
!O b~ing about social change and
Justice.
The book idea began years ago,
as a concept Annie shared with
author Margy Burns Knight
and former Tilbury House editor
Mark Melnicove. The three had
done some research on stories
of inspirational figures at the
age of 10, like Pablo Neruda and
Gandhi.
But circumstances changed
and Annie was left holding the
contract for a book that had since
evolved into what was then ca lled
Look What Gandhi Started.
One of them said to her, "Why
don't you write the book?" Annie
told the crowd she found herself
simultaneously exhilarated and
terrified, but after sleeping on it
she woke up thinking, "Perry".
Perry O' Brien joined the U.S.
Army in 2003, a nd during his
service as an airborne medic
in Afghani s tan , applied for
cons cientious objec tor status
and was honorably discharged

Annie (center) and Perry O'Brien (grinning, right) sign copies of their
book at the MacVane Center Saturday, May 2.
staffpl,oto
in 2004. He majored in political
theory at Cornell University,
worked as a legal researcher in
Portland in 2005. and created
a website on how to file for
conscientious objector status,
www.peace-out.com.
All of these experiences made
him an excellent partner in
writing a book on social justice
a?~ non-violent activism. They
d1v1ded the 16 profiles between
t~em a_nd bega n w r iting,
d1scovenng a process that gave
them a single voice, despite their
different approaches and styles.
Annie said at the book signing
Really, everything about how'
we approach the world and life
is quite different, as some of
you who knew me well when I
was parenting him as a chi ld
rememberverywell."
Lois Tiedekin's son, Evans, was
a regu lar playmate of Perry's
when they were little. She said
later, "Perry had very high energy,
an_d was always investigating
thmgs, very curious about life.
There are many people who will
recall 0.B. (Perry's father)yelling,

..

'Perry, STOP!'
"He was always challenging
the norms, challenging school,
challenging his parents. Annie
and 0.B. tried to just keep him
safe while honoring his intense
curiosity. They were extremely
patient champions for him, but
it was frustrating. As he got
older, every weekend there was
some thing he shouldn't have
done."
Per ry admitted at the book
signing, "As some in this room
may remember, I was something
of a troublemaker. My miscreant
youth. When I got invol ved with
the Iraq Veterans Against the
War, I started seriously look ing at
non-violent resistance. T realized
that a lot of the same skills J
developed as a young delinquent
plea.AeAeeGANOHl.pa9e17
were really needed." He
saw the opportunity with
th is book to reach young
people as disenchanted as
i • ' ' 'l .
' . I i
I
'.' .;<~I _;I;! 111 ·
he was then.
"When I was that age
ONE IUNDREI JE'IRS Of
I was not interested in
reading history books.
NOIUIOIM' lltSJS1llQ
We really tried to focus
on the action and the
struggle and the danger
and the violenc e and
the real tension of a lot
of the situations t hat
the se activists found
thems elves in."
Ka r en M ac Don a ld ,
Perry's s ixth g ra de
t e acher at King Middle
School, rec alled him as
"a very intelligent young
man who had a lot to offor.
'

=
illustration · graphic design · fun fine art
. logos • id~ntities • print • packaging
unique home furniture • personal commissioned gifts

We're not at all surprised that
has found his footing in the world
and is doing s o well. He clearly
had a lot going for him."
Lois said, "His parents were
the c hain that kept Perry
connected. He's a great example
of a challenging child coming
through on the other side, for the
better. Annie has had a lifelong
devotion to diversity and peace
and like Perry, doesn't stop."
'
Annie's parents worked as
medical missionaries in South
Korea, and this bilingual ,
multicultural immersion
strongly impacted her path as
an artist. Besides illustrating
25 picture books, she won the
National Education Association
Author-Illustrator Human and
Civil Rights Award along with
Margy Burns Knight for their
collaboration on five books.
The O'Briens turned to King
Middle School in Portland for
direct input on After Gandhi,
which is aimed at middle school
audiences. Calling themselves
Gandhi Publishing, 14 students
responded to an invitation from
librarian Kelley McDanial to
participate in the study, and
met with the authors five ti mes.
They each chose a figure from a
list and were asked to find three
fascinating facts a bout them. One
student immediately responded
"Can we find another person?":
and came back with information
about Charles Perkins, an
advocate for Aboriginal rights in
Australia.
The 15 profiles in the book

'
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PEG ASTARITA

www.pegspotsetc.com

Experience my Art & Gifts
GEM Gallery / Eh Phant / www.timrnhofl.com/ www.peaksislandsartwaJks.org

i_

207. 766.5960

I

www.timnihoff.com

I

tirn@t,rnnihoff.com

207-766-5997 astarita@maine.rr.com
Sl Woods Road, Peaks Island, ME 04108
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Womeniri
Harmony
BY R. W INGFIELD,
IT ARTS & MUSIC CONTRIBUTOR

Saturday evening, May 16, I
went to a \II/omen In Harmony
choral performance at Woodford's
Congregational Church in Portland.
Two Peaks residents, Rebecca
Stephans and Rita Kissen, are in the
all-women chorus. The program,
Seasons of Love, included 17 works
from a variety of composers, poets,
w r iters and arr angers past and
present. My favorites were "My
Funny Valentine" by Rogers and
Hart, "Wanting Memories" by Ysayc
Barnwell (Sweet Honey l n The
Rock), "Weep No More" adapted
from a Kears poem by David Childs,
and a sweet l ittle ditty in 3/4 time
called "Marie".
The evening began with the 57
or so singers filing past in an array
of shimmery purples, blues, greens,
reds and maroons. They go t an
enthusiastic welcoming from the
crowd, upwards of120 in attendance.
Most noteworthy in t he first half
was Rebecca's debut as a solo vocalist
- very exciting . She sang the fust
verse of Carol King's "Will You Sti ll
Love Me Tomorrow?". After.vards on
the boat Rebecca reported she loved
the feeling of singing solo, and during

A por tion of the Women in Harmony 57-member female
choral group during a performance Sunday, May 17. Io
the photo are Peaks Island residentS Rebecca Stephans
(top left) and Rita Kissen (right, fourth row down from
the top).
steffpboto
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the performance had
thought briefly about
wresting the mic from
t he other soloist's
hands so she could sing
some more lead. Nlaybe
there's comedy theater
lurking in Rebecca's
future?
During
the
interm ission I sidled
up to another Peaks
I sl and resident in
attendance, Faith York,
who gave me some
appreciarion for what
goes into a successfu l
choral performance,
from material selection
- there is much less
material written for a
'treble choir', or this
type of singing group
which has no low end
vocal parts - to pitch,
timing, volume, vowel
pronunciation, vocal
blending, etc. She
remarked that the first
three pieces by Eleanor
Daley were especially
tight and gorgeous.
The second half
opened with a German
selection "Herbstlied"
by Schumann,
accompanied by pianist
Deana Ingraham
G urney (loved her feel

on that piano). Director Catherine
Beller-McKenna provided intros and
commentary for the next selections
along with a brief presentarion at one
point by a representative of the Maine
Civil Liberties Union giving some
information on recent activities of t he
Maine Freedom to Marry Coalition.
Accord ing to the program, beyond
existing just as a choral group
Women In Harmony is a non-profit
organization which maintains a
tradition of "advocating for social,
political and economic equality for
women, and suppor ting efforts for
peace, freedom and tolerance for all
people."
The evening drew to a close with
the waltz-t ime piece, "Marie", a
contemporary work about two girls
who took their high school to court
in order to be allowed to attend the
prom together. This was followed by
"Seasons of Love" from the musical
Rent. Then, after a standing ovation,
we got an encore, "Singing For Our
Lives", which included verses on the
themes ofjustice and equality for gays,
lesbians, straights and transgendered
people.
The colorful shins filed once again
through the church amidst more
appreciative applause toward the
reception where there wou Id be snacks
and mingling. The Islanders all cur
out early to catch the 9:15 boat. Check
out Women In Harmony's website
for more info on future concerts and
other activities: W'W'W.wihmnine.org.

From the FIFTH MAINE
worn by people in the photographs
help to date the image, can be a good
indication of the person's occupation,
or illustrate the type of act ivity he or
she was engaged in. For example, a
lady wearing a bustle skirt would date
the image to the 1870s wh ile a lady
with a Gibson Girl hairdo speaks of
the 1890s. Images featuring men and
women in wool bathi ng costumes
frolicking on a beach show a popular
BY KIM MACISAAC
leisure time activity of the early
Many of u s have lots of old 1900s as well as indicate a loosening
photographs cherished by generations of the strict dress and behav ior codes
of our families or given us by friends. of previous times.
Photographs are a great source
These images provide a link to Aunt
Lizzie or Great Grandpa Fred and, to d iscover how the landscape perh aps, important events. But they both natural and man-made - have
changed over time. A series of images
also can tell us much more.
Hair styles and clothi ng styles taken of the same site over time show

Reading

photographs to
read the past

how the site has changed. Have the
buildings changed? Does the lay of
the land look different? Are there
trees? No trees? How do the old
images compare to what the site looks
like today?
A case in point is our Peaks Island
School. The first photograph (top
left) shows the school about 1890.
The second image (below) shows
the school in the early 1960s. In this
image the roofline has changed and
there have been major additions to the
building. Compare the second image
to the school as it appears today the property is now surrounded by a
fence and the windows are partially
covered with plywood.
Oftentimes reading photographs
leads to unanswered questions. Why

---

arc there no trees in the image'! Why
is the land flatter in later images?
Was the earth excavated and taken
elsewhere? Why are the people
wearing funny costumes? A bit of
further research ca n turn up some
fasci nating stories. ln the case of the
school photographs - the post war
student population doubled resulting
in a need for more classrooms. So
the new additions provided four new
classrooms and a gymnasium.
Reading photographs is a great way
to learn about your family and your
community's past. So take a close
look at all those old photos and do
try to identify them. A brief nota1ion
written in pencil on the back can help
you, your children and grandchildren
understand the past.
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BY ART ASTARITA

It's summer and we are about
finished planting our gardens.
Plants and bushes take nourishment
from soil, also ca lled dirt or earth,
and different from beach sand and
pebble. However, it is all incoherent
rock material. It represents nature's
erosive forces wearing down our

planet.
Do you ever ponder the Earth's
history? Mother Earth is over 4½
bi llion years old! Our blue planet
was born from gas and gravitating
planetary dust that came together
in violent chemical reactions which
spewed out ash, liquid and more gas.
As this mess cooled in the utter

GANDHT,frompa9e,5

begin with a confrontational
moment of resistance, followed
by biographical mater ial, and
then conclu de with striki ng
portra its illustrated by Annie.
As a seasoned pictu r e book
illustrator, she knew t h is book
called for more of an edge. She
worked directly on cheap s ketch
paper, resisting the urge to be too
clean and too precious.
"It's a challenge for artists to
stop before you've gone too far,"
Annie explained. "This is the
first time in my career I was able
to do that."
While After Gandhi was
conceived as a book for 10-yearolds, it is reaching unexpected
a udiences. The Senior College at
USM plans to use the book for it's
Com munity Read . With compact
essays, the content is accessible
and informative rather than
daunting, as a century of history
could be.
Leslie Schiff, a caregiver, said
reading the book out loud to some
elders with vision challenges has
been rewarding. " We all know
who Gandhi was, but not much
of the details. Americans haven't

been typica lly interested in the
history of other cou ntries. It's
good to find a commonality in the
struggle for freedom and justice.
"I read a chapter and then we
ta lk about it. Elders h ave lived
th rough a lot of these changes,
so it begins a nice dialogue to
see history in a new light. We
ca n open our eyes to a nother
perspective at any age. Especially
in the times right now," she said.
Annie discovered recently
that After Gandhi was in then
position on the bestseller wall at
Longfellow Books in Portland.
It's not surprising. Indeed, this
book touches a deeper current
in the human struggle for pea<;e,
with its chronology of nonviolent
players around the globe, seeking
dignity and freedom in their
lives, communities and nations.
A mother and son with their
own chal lenges to stay true to
themselves have found a single
voice, tell ing the story of many
people who stood i n the face of
impossible circumstances and
changed the world. As island
neighbors, authors, and activists,
the O'Briens inspire us to "be the
change"!

coldness of galactic space, a crust
formed, akin to the skin that forms
on chocolate pudding as it cools.
(Don't you hate skin on chocolate
pudding?)
The thickness of the skin of the
continental crust along the coast of
Maine is estimated to be about 30
mil es. Now that's a thick skin, and
it's what we grow our gardens on.
Some areas have topsoil thousands
of feet thick, but others, like our
islands in Casco Bay, have only a few
inches to cover the miles of bedrock
below.
Rocks are divided into three
classes: sedimentary rocks, formed
as dirt and dust settles over time;
metamorphic rocks, formed from
sed imentary rocks that have been
altered by heat, pressure or chemical
change; and finally, igneous rocks,
solidified magma from the Earth's
mantle.
In geologic time, dirt is formed as
rocks weather, in a sense becoming
smaller versions of the parent rock,
but of course there is a difference:
dirt pours through your fingers; a
rock drops from your hand. In the
same timeframe, rock is also being
formed out of dirt, and which came
first is a lot like the chicken and egg
dilemma.
The dirt on our islands is on ly
about 10,000 to 12,000 years old,
created by the glaciers that eroded
the rock. However, the rocks
themselves are estimated to be about
450 to 500 million years old, made
from deposits during the Ordovician
Period.
The oldest rocks in Maine a re
located in the Kennebago Mountai n
area north of Rangeley. These rocks,
called the Chains Lakes Massif, are
pre-Cambrian and esti mated to be
1 billion years old. (It's difficult to
grasp the tempora l sense of those
large numbers when most of us are
lucky to live 100 years.)
Rocks in the Casco Bay area were
origina lly deposited as volcanic
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rich sandstones and shales along a
coastal environment similar to the
one we have now, but with volcanoes
at the doorstep. These sed imentary
rocks were squeezed together during
a tectonic plate collision between
North America and Europe, and
morphed into the mica, hornblende,
a nd garnet we see today.
Garnets are found in rocks on
Peaks at Evergreen Point and in the
rocks south of Davies' Cove. A more
in-depth explanation of Casco Bay
geologic history can be found in a
Septembenoo8 TslandTimesarticle
by Johan Erikson and Cynthia
Mollus (http://www.i..ilandtime..i.
org/Arcltive..i/Sept2008.pdf).
So, we plant our gardens in dirt
eroded from different rock minerals,
including quartz, iron, manganese,
sulfur, potassium, sodium and
calcium. Pine needles provide
acidity to the soil, and decaying trees
and leaves provide humus. Bacteria
thrive in the soil, contributing to
further erosion of the underlying
bedrock.
If you're plant ing food crops, it's
always good to have your soil tested
not only for its nutritional value, but
also for hazardous material. There
have been many industrial activities
conducted on the islands, especially
by the military during WWII, but
there are also naturally occurring
toxins such as lead that are native to
the bedrock. A standard $15 soil tes t
through any Cooperative Extension
office (www.umext.maine.edu)
includes lead screening.
The next time you are pulling
weeds and tending the plants think
about that dirt-y stuff. And when
you are using the fingernail brush
to clean your hands, th ink about
the dirt washing down the drain on
the way to traveling to yet another
depositional site.
Art A..itarita i..i a Geolo9i..it and
Water Re..iource Speciali..it witlt
RCAP Solution..i, Inc. He live..i on
Peak..i I..iland.
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Current Financial Tides

Save some ca$h,
get some ca$h
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the " incident." They were instructed to
wire funds to a Canadian bank account
and the relative would be sent home.
BY ALISON SCHNELLER
Times arc hard right now and it is
Just this morning I received yet you arc actually giving them rhe roots getting d ifficult to save money. Take
precaution to protect your hardanother email from corporate security needed to steal your identity.
about another scllffi, Ir seems all too
r\ few rears back, I had a customer earned money. Never give om private
frequently char the bad guys out there respond to such an email. Thinking information. Make sure you know
are trying new ways to get your money. he was doing the right thing (the web whom you are dealing with. The
It's important ro be aware and do what site looked real) he gave the thief his scam artists are very clever, and are
you can to safeguard your personal and account and debit card, information constantly coming up with new ways to
including his PIN. He thought be was trick you inro giving them your money.
private infortnlltion.
The latest email I received was about protec ting his money. Within days As a bank, we are here to protect
phone calls made ro bank customers his account was drained of all funds. your money. If you are ever in doubt
telling them that their debit card has Fortunately, l was able co work with of a phone call, piece of mail, or you
been compromised. Tbe caller asks for him and our fraud department and suspect that your accounts have been
the card number and other information rcsrore his balances. This was a good compromised, you should immediately
call or visit your bank. The security of
your information and balances is our
top priority.

YET AN OTHER EMAIL

The scam artists are very clever,
and are constantly coming up with
new ways to trick you

endin_g to a bad and potentially costly
suuauon.
As summer approaches and the
couriscs come, it's not uncomrnon
for them to bring Travelers Cheques.
There has been an increase in
counterfeit checks in the past few
years. Jf you accept Travelers Cheques,
keep in mind the)' are only issued
in denominations of $50 and $100.
Counterfeit cheques have turned
up in other denominations, you can
also check the authenticity of rhe
check through the American Express
Travelers Cheque 1-800 number.
Last summer the scam of the month
was from Canada. A call would be
received from an ficmious "Canadian
Official" saying a family member was
being held pending verification and a
"processing fee" was need to release
the family member. The "Official"
would say the family member was
embarrassed and convince the person
*Al l rates quoted are examples only. on the phone not to tell anyone about
Figures are rounded to the OC2rest dollar.

and says they will cancel the card. The
caller now has all the information
needed to make charges on the card!
These guys are slick and convincing.
Should you receive such a call, do not
give any information, just hangup and
call your bank. They should be made
aware is someone is preying on their
customers.
Another popular way the bad guys
con you our of your non-public,
personal bank information is through
email. Posing as a representative of
your bank. the tluef can srrucrure the
email's appearance ro include rour
bank's color, logo, address, and many
times a link to a counterfeit bank web
site. The body of the email warns that
your account has been compromised
and asks you to answer some personal
questions to confirm that someone
else, posing as rou, committed the
"theft". By answering t hese questions

and after school programs have been
an enormous success all year thanks
to June Bergh and many parent and
community volunteers.
Field trips to Bos ton and Q\iebec
were highlights of the Peaks Island
BY BILL ZIMMERMAN
Elementary School grants and the
Kids on the Ball experiment has been
With Memorial Day festivities considered a huge benefit. Energy
fading, it is rime to s tart thinking audits have been funded on behalf of
about how the Peaks Island Fund will PITA, the VOA Fay Garman House
meet the needs of the community this has a new raised garden for use by its
year.
senior residents, and finally, the Peaks
A few noteworthy things have Environmental A ction Team has
changed on the island as a result of launched its effort ro provide more
grants made last summer. Brackett recycling bins on the island to help
Church has completed additional control litter.
weatherization of its facility to help
Grants to island organizations
control energy costs. The Fifth Maine exceeded $35,000 last year, and
received accolades for its educational despite the challenges of the current
program s over the winter and a new economic climate, PIF has nearly
student intern is scheduled to begin S38,000 available for grants in 2009.
work in June on advanced research I sland residents have responded
into the lives of regiment members.
generously to the case for support of
Also, the Peaks Island Music an island endowment and a growing
A ssociatio n performances for t his number ofisland residents are making
summer will be accompanied by arrangements to include the fund in
a new piano that PIF helped to estate planning with the hopes that
fund. HomeStart has completed its PIF will become a significant source
assessment of housing needs and is of charitable dollars into the future.
moving forward with its plans. The
New members have been elected to
Children's Workshop enrichment the Peaks Island Fund committee.

Peaks Island Fund
Summer2009

Alison Srh11cller is Vice Prcsidmt &
Market Manager.far the South Portland
and Peaks lslim"d Branches of Maine
Bank & Trust - Equal Houring Lender.
She has 26 1,earJ experience infi.nance,
including banking and resrdenlial
lending.
Co-auth()T Cindy McDougall is Vice
President & M()Ttgage Offiurfor Maine
Bank & Trust. They can be contacted at
www. mainebanluum.
Brad Burkholder, Stephan ie Castle,
Bob Hannigan and Tom Snyder
join current members Nancy Flynn,
Isaiah Oliver, Kathy Hu rley, Jim
Lausier, Phyllis Weintraub, Reta
Morrill, Perry Sutherland and
Bill Zimmerman in encouraging
all island residents to ask about
getting involved with t he fund by
supporting new grants through gifts
or by volunteering to help island nonprofits' programs.
Additional information about
applying for a grant or making a
contribution to the fund or including
the Peaks Island Fund in your will
can be obtained by calling Pam
Cleghorn or Jen Southard at the
Maine Community Foundation,
207-761-2440; by mailing your
check to The Peaks Island Fund, c/
o Maine Community Foundatio n,
One Monument Way, Suite 200,
Portland, Maine 04101; or by going
to the Peaks Island Fund website
atwww.peaksislandfund.org.
Grant applications will be due by
mid-July. Please go to the website or
call Pam for details. Thanks again to
the more than 200 donors who have
supported the Peaks Island Fund.

BY N ICOLE EVANS

Are you looking to find ways
to save money on home repair?
The Habitat for Humanity
ReStore supplies overstocked,
discontinued, new and used
building materials do nated
by manufacturers, stores,
contractors and individuals at
50 percent to 80 percent off
suggested retail prices. There
is no income limit to purchase
materials, and all revenue from
ReStore sales support Habitat's
building program. Call 2210047 for store location and
hours.
Those interested in becoming
first-time homebuyers, or those
who haven't owned a primary
residence for three years, may
qualify for the federal First-Time
Homebuycr Credit. Qyalifying
taxpayers who purchase a home
before December 1, 2009, can
claim ten percent of the purchase
price up to $8,000, or $4,000
for married individuals filing
separately, on their 2009 tax
return. The credit is reduced for
taxpayers whose adjusted gross
income is more than $75,000,
or $150,000 for joint filers. For
more information, visit www.irs.
gov, or call 1-800-829-1040.
To help answer your questions
about becoming a first-time
homebuyer, consider enrolling in
a HoMEworks course offered at
two Greater Portland locations.
For a class schedule, visit www.
mainehomeworks.org, or call
Jackie Wiegleb at 321-2037 or
Victoria Doughty at 553-5930.

Nieole Evam is a Project Director with
CASH Greater Portland, a partnership
of community leaders and industry
experts managed by United Way that
mables families and individuals in
Cumberland County to achievefinancial
sta~ility. She can be contacted at nevans@
umtedwaygp.org
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Fleas and thank you
BYJENNYYASI

As an organic grower, I very
rarely use pesticides in my garden
(except on wasp nests), and as
an herbalist I avoid putting
pharmaceutica l c hemica ls in
my body. So you might imagine
that as a dog trainer who enjoys
a snuggly dog or two in bed, I've
learned to tolerate fleas.
Nope!
Like head lice on humans, the
battle with fleas must be won
decisively in my opinion, not only
because flea bites are itchy · the
sound of a dog scratching drives
me up the wall - but because fleas
(like ticks) host diseases that can
be transmitted to humans.
The most common fl ea-bo rn
illness in our neighborhood is
tapeworm, which dogs get when
they eat an infected flea. A ch ild
can get tapeworm if she sucks on
a toy that has been contaminated
by the dog. Icky as that is, it could
be worse: In other regions of t he
world, fleas have transmitted
plague and Ebola-like diseases.
The best remedy agai ns t fleas
is chem ical t reat ment, but most
flea powders a ren't r isk free.
The Natural Resource Defense
Council recently produced a
report on the dangers of these
chemicals to human health (see
resources), so read the la bel on
any product you use.
Typically, it is children who have
t he greatest health r isk from
pesticides, a nd many secondary
effects, such as skin sensitivities,
allergic reactions, autoimmune
disease, behav ioral a nd other
risks related to exposure are not
well understood.
These chem icals can harm t he
environment as we ll. Hormonemimicking compounds such as
S-methoprene, a component of
the popular Frontline Plus flea
treatment, a re associated with
genetic deformities in frogs and

T h at's Charlie (big ears) and D andylion (showinJ( belly). Jenny brought Charlie

&om Puerto Ricolas t year. "We1re_Eoing back tfiere s oon," she saicf, "and we'll

be happ y to try to find a beach dog tor a nyone elu who wants one.''

other creatures in the Great Lakes
a rea. When exposed to s unlight,
Fipronil (also in Frontline Plus)
breaks down into components
that are many t imes more toxic.
And although many of t hese flea
a nd tick pr od ucts are listed as
"waterproof", t hey in fact come
off wh en our pets swim, are
bathed or petted.
To add insult to injury, fleas
and ticks can become resistant
to pesticide treatme nt, just as
ba cteria become resistan t t o
antibiotics. The man ufacturers
of Frontline Plus and ProMeris
cit e studies that show that 2
percent to 10 percent of the fleas
and eggs survive t he initia l
application, and also note t hat
the treatment loses effectiveness
over time as t he product wears
off. Just one pesticide-resistantflea can Jay up to 2,000 eggs in a
two week per iod, creating a host
of survivors that a re genetically
resistant to the pesticide. Some
studies indicatethata local strain
of fleas can become completely

HELP PRESERVE
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staffpl,oto

resistant to pesticide treatment
in s ix generations.
Happily, we have a modern day
and far less toxic sol ution at
hand, called lufenuron. Think of
i.t as flea birth control, a n oral pet
medication that gets transferred
to adult fleas through t heir bite,
and then to thei r eggs through
the mother flea's blood.
It works by inhibiting the
product ion of chitin in t he larvae.
Withou t ch iti n, a lar val flea wi11
never develop a n exoskeleton.
It is t he active ingredient in
the veter i nary flea control
medication, "Program", and is
also a component of "Sentinel",
which treats for fleas , heartworm,
and parasites.
As with humans, pet medication
can have s ide effects. Sent inel
Tabs can cause a negative physical
response in some animals, most
dangerously those t hat test
positively for heartworm disease
before receiving the treatment.
Less serious side effects are an
upset s tomach or loss of appetite,

various skin irrit a tions , and
mood changes.
It is very important when using
this medication that you pick up
after your pet and dispose of the
feces for inc ineration to prevent
any s urviving parasitic worms
from reproducing, a nd also to
keep any excreted medicat ion out
of the environment.
Occasionally, lufenuron is given
in combination with n itenpyram
(trade name Capstar), which kills
fleas on your dog within a couple
of hours. It can't rub off on you or
your family.
When the snow is gone, if I
take my dogs into areas where
they might run into ticks, I apply
a topical poison for ticks, but
otherwise, the monthly dose of
lufenuron, and the rare dose of
Capstar after a flea-infested playdate, provides us with a flea-free
environment.
At Whole Dog Camp, I now
require all canine participants
to be on a lufenuron t reatment
program. Even if t h at is t he
only chemical my clients use, it
means fleas can't breed here. If all
islanders used lu fenuron, within
just a couple of years, island fleas
would all be dying of old age.

/ed. Note : According to
inform ation at Wikipedia.com,
lufenuron ha.6 no known toxic
effect.6 on human.6 or other
animal.6 in the environment
except tho.6e t h at depend
on chitin. Chiti n i.6 the main
co mpone n t of the cell wall.6 of
fungi, of the exo.6keleton.6 of
arthropod.6 .6uch <LI cru,itacearu
(e. 9. crabA, lob,iterA and .6hrimp)
and of in.6ect.6, includ ing ant.6,
beetle,i and butter/lie,i. It i,i
al,io a component in the radula
of mollu.6k.6 and the beak.6 of
cephalopod.A, including ,iquid and
octopi./

Resources:
Natura l Resources Defense Council. David
Wallinga, M.D., M.P.A., and Linda Greer, Ph.D.
Poi..6011.1, on Pet.1,: Health Hazard.1, from Flea and
Tick Product.I,, 2000.

R.. Island~ a truly ,pec.ial place, with its rocky
!h<>re<. it, ~,:,odlanth and its weU,nds. Your m<mher,h1p

(only $15 iodMduall$25 l'am1ly) and your don.,t,ons are

cruc.lal mhelping us mamtam open spam.
Jom today. Hdp presem what we 1..., about Ptaks.
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~

Melissa Kaplan, Pyrethroid.6: Not a.1, .6afe a..1
you think; 2007. Article can be found at: www.
anap.1,id.or<j/pyrethroid.6.html 2.007
Travis Glare and Maureen O'Callaghan Report
for the Mitti.1,try of Health: Srivironmental
and Health fmpact.6 of the Juvenile Growth
Analo9u e S- Metho p nrne, BioControl
and Biodiversity, Grass lands Division of
AgResearch; Lincoln, New Zealand, 1999;
Artic le at: www.moh .9ovt. nz/moh.n.6flol
FF3B628D67S34963CC256BA3000D8476/$Filel

.6-methoprene.pdf
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COMMUNITYNOTES
The Goddess Tour
The Goddess Tour by Carolyn
Gage, directed by Julie Goel! at the
Brackett Memorial Church Saturday,
June 27, at 7 PM and Sunday, June
28,at2PM.
Two shows only! Don't miss these
very special performances of this
mystical play about islands, about
women, and about ghosts on an
island!
Tickets: $12 adults, SlO seniors.
Reservations recom mended: 207400-9454

displar. the equipment and tools of his
traae. Smok<,y fue Bear will be there
too, from NOON to 12:30P,m. Bring
your cameras for photos of Smokey
with your children!
Night Visits: sp<;cial eveni ng events
Maine Forest Service and Smokey
The Bear: Saturday, M~ 30, 11am to at tl-ie park from 7:30pm to g:30pm,
2pm. Meet a District J-orest Ranger Saturcfay,¼
ne 6, All About Bats, and
from the Maine Forest Service Saturday, ul 11, Wear Your PJ's.
1vlaine
1ldlife Park is located
D istrict Office in Gray. A Maine
forest ranger will demonstrate and on Route 26 in Gray, open daily
through November 11 from 9:30am
to 4:30pm. Admission is free for ages
3 and under· $5 ages 5-12; S7 for
adults, and
for seniors. Grou~ of
15 or more are S3.50 per person. For
more information, P.lcasc call the
Maine Wi ldlife Park at 207-6574977; or check us out online www.
mainewi/dlifepark.com.

Maine W ildlife
Park Events

$5

Great Peak s
Island Yard Sale

2 009 Summer Youth
Bus Pass on sale now

Great Peaks Island Yard Sale:
Sat urday, June 20 and Sunday, June
21 on the grounds of the American
Legion on Welch street. Jen and
Dave Nowcrs will be chairing t his
once a year yard sale. this yea r it
will be bigger and better than ever.
all proceeds will benefit Energy
Assistance and t he Peaks I sland
Child ren's Workshop. Please call:
Dave Nowers at 766-0967 or Cynthia
Pedli kin at 766-0067 if you have
items to be picked up.

2009 Summer Youth Bus Pass: For
only $20, children and teens-ages 18
and r.ounger - can ride METRO and
Sout h Portland City Bus a~,where
the bus goes, anytime from une to
August. Bus passes and sche ules are
avatlable where most bus t ickets are
sold: the METRO PULSE on E lm
Street: METRO office at 114 Valley
St reet in Portland; ~articip ati ng
Hannaford's and Shaws locations on
bus routes· Casco Bay Ferry Terminal
and Portland and Soutli Portland
City Halls. Info at: www.gpmetrobus.
com or 774-0351.

If you're interested in building your
own Grenland kayak, here are some web
commuter boat, so anyone who wants to resources:
go into town for free can take an oar.
A radical Buddist mon k in O regon
"I swear to God, we're gonna build this builds kits and teaches kayak building at:
thing.•
http://mon/u rafthlya.toml
• · • m •
- - --.
A British Columbia site: 'WW'W.clt~orv
l
~
• ,.._ . ~--~
'./' ·o·
,All!l!!o·· - -.., .11.rtitks/BuildingGnmlandKaya!t.btm.
"""~ ..:;. ·._
A D IY website for many kinds of
projects, this link gets you to episode 1 in
a series on building an outrigger kayak:
flat bottom gondola that's going to be a

www.instruttahlts.tomlid/Outriggerl

~

If you change "Outrigger" to "Ribs"
you'll get episode 2, and "LashRibs" gets
you episode 3, which is where it ends to
date.
How-to examples:
Bruce Anderson, Idaho, builds one
for cheap, and it's pretty cool: bttp:II
myweh.Cllhltont.netlbcanden on/Boatzl

ABOVE: Before going into th e water
for some practice rolls in May, Sharoan
d em ons tr ated how the spray skirt gets
into the cowling. T h is was the fi rst sea
trial of h er Greenland kayak, and she
fo und s ome bugs to work out: the skirt
came loose during a roU, and the boar h ad
a small leak. S he had to quit after about
10 minutes; she was frcn:en.

S!tirumframuSOFKayalt.btml
Chris Glad is a computer network
consultant and small boat builder out of
Oregon: www. aracnet.com/- ncgladl
Cllnod!tayakl.btm
Books:
A name that crops up everywhere
in Google searches is Robert Morris,
"Building Skin-on-frame Boats"; Hartley
&Marks pub.; 2000, 320 pages.
Also Chr istophe r Cunnigham,
"Building a Greenland Kayak"; Ragged
Mountain Press; 2002; 240 pages.
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Serving the Casco Bay island community

Join us
Subscribe today

SUM MA RY BY K EVIN ATTRA

Ji m H ayman's d ebut novel,
"The Cutting", about the fictional
m anhunt ofa serial killer set in
Portland, is d ue out June 23 from
St Mart in's Press. It is a fast paced
thriller of pure suspense; there is
no mystery here.

PEAKS CHECK-IN
LINE

T he check-in line, 766-0067, is
available to ensure that people who
live alone or who arc house-bound
for any reason have daily contact
with someone. If you would like to
enroll, or if you have questions about
the program please call Howard and
Cynthia Pcdlikin at 766-0067.

Renaissance Voices

If you missed Renaissance Voices
concert in May, you can see them at
the Saco River Grange Hall in Bar
Mills Saturday, June 13 at 7:30 p.m.
Further info is available at www.
rmausancevoices.org or by calling
George and Cevia at 729-4958, or
Steve Fox on Peaks Island.

W eat h e r iz ation
Program
Saturday, June 13, PITA Energy
Assistance will sponsor a presentation
by Hour Exchange Portla nd,
formerly known as Portland Time
Bank, on a new home weatherizat ion
program at 10 a.m. at the Doug
MacVane Community Center. The
presentation will explain the Hour
Weatherization Co-op that combines
barter and cash to help people afford
energy improvements to their homes.

W hen a body is d iscovered and
anotherwoman abducted nearby at
the same time, everyone, including
the police, learn fairly quickly who
and what they're up against, but
t he storyline m oves like a shuttle
lau nch - sm oot hly accelerat ing
terror.
Hayman, a former c r eative
direct or at the ad agency, Young
&Rubican in New York C ity, now
a resident of Peaks I sland, will be
on hand to d iscuss the book a nd
sign copies at Longfellow Books
in Monument Square, Portland
on Thursday, June 25 {www.
longfellowb oo ks.co m), and at
Borders Books in the Maine MaJJ
on M onday,June 29 {v,rww.borders.
com).
"The Cutting" has been selected
by t h e A merican Booksellers
Associat ion for it s J uly 2009
Indie Next Great Reads List,
a compilation of aro und 15 of
the most popular books to be
published each month, nominated
by ind ependent booksellers across
the cou ntry.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM:To subscribe lo the Island Times, please fill out this form and send
with a check for $25 to Island Times, 120 Brackelt Ave, Peaks Island, ME, 04108
NAME:

ADDRESS:
STATE:_ _ZIP CODE:

CITY:
PHONE:

E-MAIL:
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ATTHEGEM
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PRESEASON
JUNE
SCHEDULE: (regular hours Sat./
Sun. 12-5PM)
6/4 - 6/7: Michelle Estelle, Opening
Reception Thurs. 6/4 6-8
6/13-6/21: Group Show "Affordable
Art" (A Peaksfest Reception held Sat.
6/20 6-8 PM).
SUMMER 2009 SHOW
SCHEDULE:
6/25-7/1: Victor Romanyshyn,
photograpfiy
7/2-7/fs: Dustine Price and Chris
Harycr-Fahey, mother and daughter
mu In-media
7/16-7/22: Paul Bcahms,_EJainting
7/23-7/29: Diane 'Nien cke,
painting
7/30--8/5: Caro l Cartier, multi
media
8/6-8/19: Norm Proulx and Claudia
Whitman, multi media
8/20-9/2: Pam Williamson, Rick
Boyd, Jane Banquer, pottery, prints,
paint ing
9/3-919: Lavcndier-Myers, painting
10/9-10/15: Suzanne Parrott, fibre
arts
The artist/craftsperson cooperative
includes over 25 year-round and
seasonal individual s in the varied
media ofpainting, drawing, sculpture,
pottery jewelry, photo_grap hy,
printmaking, assemblage, fiber arts
and writing. The galrery mission
is to "share and sell fine ar t and
contemporary crafts and to reach out
and create an inviting, professional,
friendly space that sfiares, educates!
and celebrates art." Solo and smal
group exhibitions change weekly and
6i-weckly from June through October
with larger themed memoer shows
off-season and a holiday sale each
year. Please call the galfery at 207766-5600 for more information.

1eaksFest '2009

Summer 2009 Saturday

ArtWalks
While most Peaks Tsland artist
studios are open to the public by
appointment year-round, four
times each summer an islandwide Saturday Art Walk offers the
opportunity to view, discuss and buy
work from the makers mostly in the
spaces where they produce objects
and ideas. This year we are exfanding
the experience from visua artists
to include books as well as framed,
flat, freestanding and wea rable
stuff. In June the opening Art Walle
coincides with the many activities of
Peaksfest, Tune 20 and continues the
last Saturoay of each month, June 27,
July 25 and August 29 from 3 p.m.
to 7 p.m. Information can be viewed
and reviewed on posters, flyers and
monthly changing maps or at: http://
www.peaksislanc!=artwalks.org/.
Dining is also available at sponsor
restaucantsl-The Cockeyed Gull and
the lnn on reaks Island.
2009 Participatil!,g Artists: Peg
Astarita: potter; Jane Banquer:
printmaker, painter; Paul Brahms:
painter; Carol Cartier: fibre and
multimedia artiStj Cole Caswell:
photographer; J\ndrea Davis:
header· Jessi ca George: eainter;
Lavendier Myers: painter; Martha
Morris- Gibson: basket maker;
E leanor Morse: author; Tim
Nihoff: multimedia artist; Norm
Proulx: painte~. Kathie Schneider:
photographer; victor Roma'!}'shyn:
photographer· M ichael Smith,
i:,ainter; Betsy Stout: header; Celia
St rickler: jeweler· John Moncure
Wetterau1 author; Claudia Whitman:
multimeaia artist.

Celebrottng th~ Convr.,.uty of Ptaks Islond Mou)t'

Peaksfest is Coming!
June 19, 20 & 21
The weekend's celebration kicks off wit h our annual "Community
Schmoozefest " on Friday, J une 19th at 6:00 p.m. at t he T.E.I .A.
Clubhouse. You're invited! Feel free to bring snacks, hors d'oeuvres or even wine & cocktails! (It's a community BYOB event.)
Did you know that ther e or e already mor e t han 45 PeaksFest
events planned throughout the weekend? l ook for t he full schedule of events and other info on t he PeaksFest webs ite.
PeaksFest 2009 t -shirts will be available again and this year's
design is fantastic! So get your s early as they always sell out
pretty fast!

Celebrating the Community of Peaks Island!

www. peaksfest . com
Peak.Fest planning meetings ThursdayJune 4 & J une 11 at 6:30 pm at T he Pub. As
you'll note, we are doing all of the organizing in a VERY condensed meeting schedule
to make it as effici•ntas possible. We may also meet Monday nighc,J une JS,just prior
to the festival.

own meals in the spacious dining
room. Come see what Ii fc was like in
the 1890s. Tours available on request.
Annual Student Show: O pening To make reservations or for more
Tune 1· featuring selections of the information call 766-5086.
Long 1sland £Tementary School
student's art work under the
direction of Lisa Whelan and the
works of several Middle and High
School Students who commute to
Portland Area Schools from Long Songwriters by the Sea: sec listing
Island1 including photqgraphy br. below.
Katie Johnson, a 2009 Gra<fuate of 2 0 0 th birthd ay of A bra h a m
Lincol n: June 27! Celebration
Catherine 't>1cAulev High School, includes
presentations by historian
and pottery and ot'her artwork by Jerrr, Wtles and lots of comrades from
MECA student, Maxine Harmon. the 3rd Maine Infantry. 11 am to 4
Exhibit runs thorugh Tune.
CALL for ART for the annual i~~cake Breakfast: Tune 28 from 8
summer exhibit Go Fish - Casco Bay am to 11 am. Adults l6/S4 Children
Island artists are invited to submit under 12.
any displayable media that responds Civil War Kids Camp at the Fifth
to the theme of fish or fishing: gear, Maine - July 16 from 8:30am to 2:30
folk, fable and fancy for this exhibit pm for ages 8-1 2. One-day history
opening July 1 through Labor Day camp: dip candles, churn butter, cook
weekena. Contact Maggie Carle, at: camP,fire biscuits and write letters
artsprits@myfairp_oint.net or www. with homemade ink and sing Top 40
of the 1860's. Cost: S50 per chlld
maggiecarle.com. J\rtists may submit hits
non-members; $40 members; 10%
up to three pieces for consideration.
discount for multiple children from
The Dodwell Gallery is located same family. For more information
on Gorham Avenue, Long Island, or to register call Patricia Erikson at
between the Community Library 766-5591. For museum information
and the elementary school, and has call 766-3330.
featured over 100 Maine artists from
the Sea
the Casco Bay islands and other areas. Son~riters
The
Songwri
ters
by
the Sea
Host of the annual Long Island Art
summer
concert
series
continues
it's
& Soul Exhibit and special shows
dur ing the Wharf Festival. Open second year on Peaks hosted by local
every<fay, during library hours, http:// musician, Phi l Daligan, on Saturday
Library.long-island .lib.me.us. Phone evenings at the 5th Maine Museum.
2530.
Each month features a new set oflocal
and regional artists from throughout
ATTHEEIGHTHMAINE New England. All shows 7:30 p.m to
PeaksFest D ance: Saturday. June 10 p.m. Admission SlO.
21 from 7 pm top 9 pm wit h 'Konda J une 20: 'Gath erin g T ime', New
Dale and friends.
York group whose stellar harmonies
The Eighth Maine is a living have been described as somewhere
museum and lodge built in 189r; between Crosby Stills and Nash and
provid i ng accomodat ions for
individuals and families. Cook your Peter Paul and Mary; and Teresa

ATTHEDODWELL

AT TH E FIFTH
MAINE

by

Storch in a return visit with her own
brand of soulful, vibrant song writing.
July 25: Local favorites the T r uth
about D ai sies with Peaks Island 's
own Ronda Dale on bass and
harmony; and Sweet Bitters, New
York female duo celebrating their
spring CD release.
Aug. 22:Jud Caswell, native Maine
artist who continues to ~ther awards
and praise nationally for his song
writing; and Rebecca Katz, lifelong
student oflanguage and song writing
and proof that a Master's in English
Literature is no hindrance to art.
Sept. 19: Lara H erscovitch, was
recently was named Connecticut
Seate Troubadour 2009-2010; and
the Joe ladanza Band rockin' you in
the aisles with irrepressible acoustic
fro! icing fiddle, stand up bass,
percussion, guitar and vocals.
For more information, call Ph il at
207 766 4421, or email: p daliga11@
mai.ne.rr.com.

ATTHELIBRARY
For ChildrenandFamilics inJune
You've Got Mail! Sarurday,June
20, at 10:15 a.m. Catherine Mosley
from the Peaks Island Post Office
will be at the library duri ng PeaksFest
to read a story or two and tell about
some of her funn iest experiences
working in the post office. There will
be stamped postcards for children to
mail, so brin_g the name and address
of a special friend and you can write
your message and mail it that day.
Be Creative @ Your Library is
the theme of the Summer Reading
program this year. To help your
chi ldren D evelop th e A rt of
Reading, the program is designed to
encourage children of all ages to see
themselves as readers, wh ile having
fun. Sign up begins the week ofJune
23. The program will run for six
weeks, ending August 1.
S tory and Craf t: Tuesdays from
June 23 through July 28 at 7 p.m.,
Mrs. Crowley-Rockwell returns
with her not-to-be-missed Tuesday
evening program, geared for 5- to
8-year-ofds, but open to all - a nice
complement to the Summer Reading
program. Come early and check out
your week's books.
Nu rsery Rhyme Time: for infants
and to ddlers, Wednes days and
Fridays at 11 a .m. Preschool Story
Time: Fridays at 10:15 a.m.Sept.
through June.
ForAdults
First Tuesdays BookDiseussion:
July 7 - In Sunlight in a Beautiful
Garden by Kathleen Cambor.
The July and August meetings
will be at the T refcthen Evergreen
Improvement Association (TEIA)
clubhouse at 7 p.m. Call or email
the library to reserve a book. Please
includeyour library card number.
The Peaks Island Branch Library
is located at 129 Island Ave. in the
MacVane Community Center. Open
Tuesdays 2 pm to 8 pm, Wednesdays
10 am to 4 pm, Fr idays 10 am to
2 pm, and Sarurdays 8 am to NOON.
Phone 5540.

Island Dance

Sharoan DuPont, instructor.
Classes to run through mid-Tune
held at Betsy Stout's studio on fsland
Avenue near Trefethen. For better
directions or info, write to her at:
sharoana @gmail.com

COMMUNITYNOT£S,frompa9e17

DANCE, cont.
Beginning Ballet (Adults and
Teens) Tuesdays 5:15-6:30 drop in
$12 per class
Stretch and Strengthen (Adults and
Teens) Thursdays 5:15-6:30 drop in
S12 per class.

PORTLAND
RECREATION on
PEAKS ISLAND

FIRST MONDAY FUN for
PRESCHOOLERS: Every month
in the Community Room. Children
must be accompanied by an adult.
Pre-registration not required but
appreciated
ON-GOING RECREATIONAL
PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS:
Mondays and Thursdays, in the
community room: Indoor Walking/
Stretching Group (we stay inside
during die winter) 8:15-9:00am;
Low Iinpact Aerobics with Weights
(weights are provided): 9:30-10:30 am
Tuesday afternoons in the
community room: Ping Pong (just
for fun, no lessons/beginners should
contact Denise): 2:00-4:00pm
Tuesday evenings, PI school gym:
Adult Basketball, 6:30- 8:00 pin/S2
perrught.
No program duri ngschool vacations,
holidays, school snow days. For more
info, contact Denise Macaronas,
Recreation Programmer, at 2970,
or e-mail: dlm@portlandmaine.gov.
Additional activities and updates can
be found on island bulletin hoards.

Office/Parsonage, 9 Church Street,
call Ann 766-2636 or Rebecca 7663017 for more information.
~ecial Events:
Open M ic and D essert N ite,
Fri~ay June 19, 7:_30 p.m. Bring your
stones, your music, your poetry and
your apP.ctites and enjoy a fun-filled
evening! Contact Bir! Hinderer for
more i1ito 766-2636.
Brackett Memorial United
Methodist Church, 9 Church Street,
Peaks Island, Marne. Pastor: Rev.
Desi Larson; 207 766 5013; www.
bradtettmumc.org

HOMESTART
Community Meet ing Saturday,
May 2 - 9 am to 11 am in the Doug
MacVanc Community Room. Wc
look forward to yourjoining us.
To apply for an affordable rental or
ownership opportunity, please call
our Casco Bay Island Fellow, Mary
Terry, for an application at 221-2507,
or write to her at maryltterry@gmail.
com.

PITA-EA's LOAF &
LADLE DINNER
Tuesday, lune 16, from 5 1?_.m. to
7 p.m. at the Pealcs Island Haptist
Cnurch we will hold "An Oldfashioned cookout complete with
burgers, turkey burgers, and veggie
burgers along with all the focmgs
and side dishes. As always we will 6e
serving terrific desserts. Adults/S6!
children/S2.50. All proceeds wil
gg to PITA and Energy Assistance.
Hope to sec you there!!

FRIENDS OF TEIA
CHILDREN'S NEWS
WORKSHOP
The Friends of TEIA still have a
•

Bottle D rive: from M emorial
Day-Labor Day t he Peaks Island
Children's V\lorkshop collects
redeemable bottles. P lease call
Christina Foster at 221-3445 or Alice
Kennedy at 766-0966 for bottle pickups. A barrel for returnables is in front
of the Workshop.
Yard Sale: Jen and Dave Nowers
arc collecting items for the PeaksFest
Yard Sale to benefit Peaks Island
Children's Workshop. If you have
items to donate please call Dave, 7660967, for pick up.

June 200 9
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PRESIJMPSCOT

WATER TAXI
DAYTIME RATES

Peaks Island
Little & Great Diamond
Long Is. & Diamond Cove
Cliff & Chebeague Is.

$40
$40
$50
$70

(9PM - 7 AM ADD $25)

(207) 879-2562
Frequent Rider Program
Pay for five rides
get your sixth free!

THE J!ELL(J W BOA 1.S
AC HOSS FRO:\l CASCO BAY Ll1\'F,.<c;

PRESUMPSCOTWATERTAXI.COM

few "camperships" available to offer to
island school children to participate
in the summer proirams at TElA.
These "camperships pay all expenses
for your chi ld to attend either the
sailing program, the tennis program
or kids camp. Contact Stepnanie
at 766-2254 immediately for an
aflplication or further information.
"Camperships" will be given on a first
come basis.

WEIGHT TRAINING

Mondays and Thursdays from
5 pm to 6 pm in the Community
Room. \Ve use simple ankle and hand
weights for strength training and to
encourage strong bones. CalrRhonda
71 Herman Avc,(Children's (2483) for more information.
Workshop Building). Open to the
entire communit y Monday thru
Friday 7:30 am to 6 pm, first Saturday
Tryouts will be held for t he Maine
of every month 9am-llam. Please call Red Claws inaugural dance team
766-285 4 for assistance or deliveries.
at the Portland Expo Building,
239ParkAvenuc,onSarurday,June6at
8
BRACKETT CHURCH a.m. For applications, information
on t he auditions and team
Weekly A ctivities:
• Worship, Sunday 10 a.m., includes requ irements, please visit: www.
ch ildcare and Sunday Schoo1.
nbamaifle.com. Pa r ticipants must
• Children's Choir - Most Tuesdays, be 18 or older, with minimum high
2:40-3:lS_p.m., call Mavoumeen for school or GED education. A $25
details 899'- 0108.
• Lent Study Group, Thursdays 6 non-refundable registration fee and
photo required. Judging by local
p.m.
*Wednesday Thrift Boutique 3:00 choreographers, coaches, staff and
- 5:00 p.m. at the church fellowship others. The Red Claws Dancers will
hall.
perform at all home games and will
Scripture Study Groups,
participate in various community and
Wednes<l;!},s 10 am ancf 7 pm.
team
functions. Please contact Abby
•Taize Prayer Service - Thursday
Evenings - 7 p.m. Join us for Pierce at 207-210 -6655 or at ap,ierce@
contemplative, low-key worship with mainereddaws.com for further
candlelight, silenc,e, prayers, gentle information. NBA Maine will begin
mus,$i and ecumcmcar readings.
• rraycr Shawl Ministry - fllay this November at the Portland
Thursdays, 1-3 p.m. at the Chu rch Expo Building.

COMMUNITY
FOOD PANTRY

Dance auditions

Caprain Ben Gmf,eld

Inshore-O ffshore Fishing
Striped Bass, Blues, Sharks
(H) 207-799-1339 (Cell) 207-232-1678
P.OBox 10541,Portland,ME 04104 www.gofishmaine.com

Next Issue
To be continued ••.
Part2
Jo lsraelson's three-part series exploring the process of findingwork
in ajobless market continues,

ANDPartll
Dick Adams tells us how he used firewood to keep away boredom,
as Fran Houston's interview with him continues inJuly.
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Alivingmuseum
andlodge

·

Roomand~II
rentals &

2008 Island Phone Directory
Ava!lable onllne at
www.pllonebookpubUstung.com,
and The Boatllouse/ Lofl8 Island,
Bannlgan's Island Market and
OEMGallery/Peaks. FYI or
wholesale opportunities
call 766·5997.

WH~E

._.,.. ·~sa-.C

Carpenter
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108
(207) 766-2026
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com

DOG

AMF>~

A S H lvt l) R. E R EA LT 'r

~I~

www.who ledogcomp.com

Adam Weidemenn

YOGA ON PEAKS
REB((CA. JOHANNA STEPHANS

,.,u 0,.

Langella Construction
and Painting Company
Carpantry -

lnt11rfor/Exterlor Painting

Michael . - - '
Langella~

ALSO OFFERING

382 Pleasant Ave.
Peaks Island, Maine

PRIVATE YOGA H SSONS
PAKI N(R YOGA
HlALING TOUCH

(207) 766-3067 (home)

SOURCE YO U R ( ONT( NTM ENT FRO M W IT H I N

(207) 632-8229 (cell)

www.pondcovepaint.com

Fifth Maitre Rtgim«11t Must111n
4$ Sea5hort A •·enue
P.0.Box4/
Peals Island, Maine 04/08

Take a Peak
J A,en

52 Isl
A lluswm or Ch·iJ \\·ar & Peaks Wand History
Open Mtmorfal Day thru Columbus Da}

Free Delivery
to the Boat

l'e,ksl l~nd M,IJn< 0-1108

---=~=:.::::;~. :.:'",~_
-).~_D<bonh K,ndoll- •>w>ag«

A_,_,._,,_.•_
,,_o_••_.,_,__

IAMIEA

766-3030

766 . 3017

f ~l r l1 {) r \ 1e \,V

":_,,

305 C:ornmerciot hid ....
. ..874-0937
Toll kee.. .... ,..
. .. 1-888-5~ 1-311 S
£mo-'......
. pondco,,.,e@~o.c.om

_

CARPENTER

J) r l ) p Cr t ie s

HA.R.IORVIEVIPR.OPl!.lf.TIES

A911XlELt REf'MII
W'mtlOR I EXTf.M)A

For more info:

Rt\L

•

OOMS / WINOOWS

CarpentryLLC

CALL FOR CURRENT
SCHEDULE or CLASSES

RHONDA BERG

fNIH C"ARPENf'R'Y

"'11CHEJr.i l 8ATMI$

207-766-2390

(207)761,.5086 • www.ei&h-ine.oom
e;sJ,dunaindiost@au.net

djreC1or(i'fiflhmaj ntm11....-um.o~
"'"""'w.flOhmaiot muswm.org

GaERAI. CAAPUfflitY

Weidemann

Operant conditioning,
positive reinforcemenf

13 Eighth Mame Ave., Peoks bland. ME 04108 off Portland

207-766-3330

Renovation

John Kiely

Boord and Training

!OW$

\N[1

New Construction

Covering 7 Casco Bay Islands

Come for a awesome stay or tour

S
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Ma cey On-nt..,,
766-5909

=
NAILS

&

SALON

NAJLS • HAIR.· WAXING

GIFT CER.TIACATESAVAILABL£ • FREE EASY PARKIN G
The mortth.s of S-ept•mber & Octobel'•••
• Tl,es.day. $l8 Han icur-e & P$dlcu~
• Pany Qf four ip,edal 2~ o ff

207.773.7999

OPEN Hon-Sat t a.,n.7p.m 2t0 Cong"'-" St
(Nat to Rhc Aid Phormocy Of 'M boaom of M ~ 1-11)

Massage &Rebalancing
Prescott H. Paine Kripalu Bodyworker
207 .61 5.3296 p ea ksmassagc @mac.com

PEG ASTARITA
www.pegspotsetc.com

f

C£RAM1CS

Pe111
Pm, etc. CL~~~:
O
PARTIES

207-766 -5997 a star ita@ma1 ne rr com
SI Woods Roa d. Peaks Island. M E 04108

• • , . & ~ ~--

~ar~~~-.--ecr.
EXPLORE SEA KAYAKING
Pcab lsl.tn4,
&ay an4 llcyon4!
~yak S..les.. lnstttldion & Trip, fur all abilities
766-2'!,73 www.maincislan<l kayak.com

usco

EAN KAMP

House Painting
Interior & Exterior
P.O. Box6J
Peaks Island. Moine 04108

Cell: 653-7042

Peaks Island Baptist Church
EXODUS 12:17

Sunday School: 10 AM Worship: II AM
Wednesday Prayer Meeting: 7 PM
766-3037
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Memorial Day 2009

Members of the Ladies Auxiliary ofthe American Legion march down Islond Avenue
to the Fore.st City Landing were the commemorative wreath, carried by Lisa Lynch

(left), was thrown into the sea in honor of Peaks Island veterans killed in action.
Holding the banner arc {left to right) Leslie Davis and Ellen Huston,
STORY 8c PHOTOS BY KEVIN ATIRA

Peaks Island's Memorial Day
celebration began with a raindrenched paracfe and ended with
barbcques under clear blue skies.
The celebration was sponsored
by American Legion Post 142, and
organized by Barry Shaw who was
up front dnving the first of two

fire engines that led the parade.
Starting around 1 p.m., 1t went
from tlie grounds of the Lions
Club to Forest City Landing for a
commemoration of island veterans
killed in war.
At that paint it began to rain, but
nobody seemed to mind. People
stood m the rain and waved and
cheered, veterans saluted when

Pastor Beau Boyle reading the invoc.ttion at the For..., City landing.
Chris Hoppin isstandingnext to him,

•

ABOVE: Ladies Auxiliary members Sue Hoffner and Janice Wolcof(driving) park
their cart as the color guards of tho Coast Guard (left} and American Legion (right)
stand in plac• before the commemoration at the Forest City landing, BBLOW:By
the end of the ceremony, a steady rain was falling which pooled on the drum heads
of the marching band. When thesedrUntmers launched the parade back up Central
Avenue to the Pond Grove Cemetery, water stood in sprays as high a$ the. drum

sticks. By the time this photo was raken, most ofthe water had been splashed off.

the color guards of the U.S. Coast
Guard and American Legion
Post 142 _passed by, and even the
Reggae-testers were quiet during
the ceremony.
Pastor Beau Boyle of the Peaks
Island Baptist Church gave
the invocation, and retirea Air
Force Lt. Col. Chris Hoppin
read a list of names of the falfen,
who were then honored with a
wreath thrown into the sea by
Ladies Auxiliary members Lisa
;Lynch, Leslie Davis and Ellen
Huston. The band played taps
and the JJarade continued to Pond
Grove Cemetery where a second

ceremony was held .
Besides the fue deP.artment and
military color guards, members
of the Ladies Auxiliary and
Peaks Island's little league also
marched in the parade along
with South Portland's Mahoney
Middle School band, who Qlayecl
Andrew Barbieri's "Armed Forces
on Parade\, as well as 'The Star
Spangled nanner" during the
commemoration down front.
The sun came out soon after the
parade ceremony was over, and
folks got to dry off and feast on
barbeque prepared by Steve Nilsen
at the American Legion.

BELOW: Island veterans salute the flag as the color guards of th• U.S. Coast Guard
and American Legion pass 011 their way to Pond Grove Cemetery for the concluding
ceremony.

